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Abstract  

Mass customization is considered the new paradigm for production companies, offering customers an 

extensive amount of options to choose from. They face increasing complexity that is closely related to 

the increasing number of part variants. Mixed-model assembly is often used to manage variant com-

plexity. However, this can lead to part confusion, which is a source for assembly errors when parts are 

physically interchangeable.  

A qualitative case study was conducted during the spring of 2014 at Scania engine assembly (DE), were 

complex products are designed, driven by a modular structured platform. Engines are assembled on a 

mixed-model assembly line where assembly errors are common due to physical interchangeable parts 

that are difficult to distinguish for the assembly personnel at DE. Part assurance can then be adopted in 

the production to prevent assembly errors from occurring.  

The study initially confirmed that there was no standardized approach in order to systematically evaluate 

the need for part assurance during product development process, when products are adapted for the 

production environment. Part assurance is often implemented as a corrective action when deviations 

have been recorded.  

The research question that this paper aims to investigate is how DE can manage quality deviations in-

duced by multi variants in a mixed-model assembly system. The department of Global Product Engi-

neering requested a method that suggests when part assurance is necessary, and further what kind of 

measure to implement. 

Studies were conducted to obtain how risk assessment is performed during product preparation and 

analyzing the current state of the engine assembly. Data was mainly gathered through interviews and 

observations. A theoretical framework was developed, where relevant theories were obtained regarding 

preventive approaches to ensure assembly quality. Concepts such as cognitive automation, poka yoke, 

automatic identification and Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) was considered prominent for 

this case study.  

Consequently a method was developed for decision support and can be used for facilitating evaluation 

of risk regarding assembly of wrong parts, suggesting when part assurance needs to be implemented and 

what kind of method, according to developed criteria. The method suggests three levels of risk that 

should be identified during early phases in product development that indicates necessary process and 

product changes.  

The study concludes that there are opportunities for improvement regarding risk assessment using P-

FMEA. However, DE has the necessary tools and competences, and the suggested method will serve as 

a necessary complement. It was identified that risk management in early development stages can be 

complex due to insufficient data or abstract data. A systematically performed P-FMEA is important for 

efficient decision making, however certain obstacles must be managed. Further a joint and cross-func-

tional approach is necessary for managing the identified problems. For instance, cooperation between 

design engineers and product engineers during risk management has to be enhanced. One suggestion is 

that Design-FMEA should serve as an input for Process-FMEA to enable efficient risk identification 

activities.   
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Sammanfattning 

”Mass customization” anses vara ett nytt paradigm för tillverkande företag, då marknaden blir allt mer 

kundanpassad och företag erbjuder skräddarsydda produkter enligt kundens specefika önskemål. 

Samtidigt innebär detta ökad komplexitet i produktionen då antalet varianter ökar. Mixade 

monteringslinor används i stor utsträckning för att hantera komplexiteten. Detta kan resultera i 

förväxling av varianter vilket leder till monteringsfel då varianter är fysiskt utbytbara.  

En kvalitativ fallstudie gjordes under våren 2014 på Scania motormontering i Södertälje (DE) där 

komplexa produkter konstrueras enligt en modulär struktur. Motorer monteras på en mixad 

monteringslina där monteringsavvikelser är vanliga på grund av att fysiskt utbytbara komponenter är 

svåra att urskilja för monteringspersonalen på DE. Variantsäkring kan då införas i produktionen för att 

förhindra att monteringsavvikelser uppstår. 

Initialt konfirmerade studien att det inte existerar något standardiserat tillvägagångssätt för att 

systematiskt utvärdera behovet av variantsäkring i produktutvecklingsfasen då produkter blir anpassade 

för produktionsmiljön. Variantsäkring implementeras ofta som en korrektiv åtgärd då avvikelser redan 

uppstått.   

Frågeställningen som denna studie ämnar att utreda är hur DE effektivt kan hantera kvalitetsavvikelser 

som orsakas av en stor variantflora i ett mixat produktionsflödessystem. Gruppen Global Produktteknik 

eftersökte en metod som föreslår när variantsäkring ska implementeras och vilken typ av åtgärd som är 

lämplig. 

Studier utfördes för att identifiera arbetet med riskhantering under produktutveckling och analysera 

nuläget på motormonteringen. Data samlades huvudsakligen in genom intervjuer och observationer. En 

litteraturstudie utfördes där teorier angående förebyggande kvalitetsåtgärder kunde identifieras. Begrepp 

som kognitiv automation, poka yoke, automatisk identifiering och Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 

(FMEA) bedöms vara relevanta begrepp för denna studie.  

Därefter utvecklades en metod för beslutsstöd som underlättar riskbedömning av felmontage. Den 

rekommenderar när variantsäkring ska implementeras och vilken typ av säkring, utifrån framtagna 

kriterier. Metoden föreslår tre risknivåer som bör identifieras under tidiga faser i 

produktutvecklingsprocessen för nödvändiga process- och produktförändringar. 

Studien fastslår att det finns möjligheter för förbättringar angående riskbedömning i P-FMEA, där DE 

har de nödvändiga verktygen och kompetensen och den framtagna metoden kan fungera som ett 

komplement. Det upptäcktes att riskhantering i ett tidigt skede av utvecklingsfasen kan vara komplex 

på grund av otillräckliga eller för abstrakta data. En systematiskt utförd P-FMEA är viktigt för ett 

effektivt beslutsfattande, men ovannämnda hinder måste hanteras. Vidare krävs ett gemensamt och 

tvärfunktionellt synsätt på problemet. Det innebär bland annat att samarbetet mellan konstruktörer och 

produktberedare under riskhantering måste förbättras. Ett förslag är att Design-FMEA skall ge indata 

till Process-FMEA för att möjliggöra effektivare riskidentifiering.   
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1. Introduction 

This chapter will introduce the reader to the background and problem setting of the thesis. It describes 

the identified research problem, research questions and the objective and purpose of conducting the 

study.  

1.1  Background 
The automotive industry is leaning towards an increasing customized market, offering customers an 

extensive amount of options to choose from and mass customization is recognized as a new paradigm 

for production companies in general. Increasing complexity is one of the main challenges for production 

companies and complexity is closely related to the increase number of product variants induced by mass 

customization, along with shorter product life cycles and increasing production volumes. (Bäckstrand, 

2009) (Fasth, et al., 2013) 

Automotive industries are frequently managing variety in final assembly using mixed-model assembly 

lines. This usually implicates quality issues in production since assembly errors due to part confusion 

are more likely to occur on a mixed-model assembly line, where several product variants are being 

assembled in a single assembly flow. (Baudin, 2002) 

The production complexity associated with increasing numbers of variants has been a challenge for 

Scania engine assembly during the past decade. The engines are continuously improved due to customer 

expectations, innovation and legal requirements. Therefore modifications are done on existing products 

and when new products are introduced. At Scania engine assembly in Södertälje, a large variety of en-

gine variants are assembled on a mixed-model assembly line. Scania AB is a world leading manufacturer 

of trucks, busses and engines for marine and industrial applications. 2013 Scania delivered 80 000 ve-

hicles with a capacity of 100 000. In the following years the company seeks to increase the production 

capacity to 150 000 vehicles.  

The thesis is carried out on behalf of the department Global Production Engineering (DEPB) at Scania 

Engine assembly, DE. They work with product development and are globally responsible at Scania for 

introducing new models in the production flow without deviations. Their responsibility is to work 

closely with development and influence design engineers in order to achieve manufacturability and 

adapt the product to the production environment. Consequently, DEPB is the first department that re-

views new design concepts in interest of the production perspective.  

1.2  Research problem 
Scania’s modular engine platform makes it possible to build many variants due to shared components 

between different engine types. This causes a situation where different part variants share a common 

interface on the engine. In most cases it is not possible to distinguish parts or components only by ocular 

inspection due to small variation in shape or geometry. Similar parts often impact the engine perfor-

mance in different ways. This means that there is a risk to assemble the wrong part variant on the as-

sembly line, which causes consequences for Scania in terms of quality.  

Scania has a vision of delivering zero deviations to customer. In order to avoid deviations, proactive 

measures have to be taken in production to ensure that the right variants are assembled. It implies a 

necessity to manage product preparation and process verification in the development phase in order to 

assure product and production quality in early phases of product development. Managing deviations due 
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to variants in production gets more complex as production volume and customers demand of new engine 

variants are expected to increase. 

Scania seek to increase their production capacity without large investments in new production facilities 

when launching new products. This requires higher utilization of current assembly lines which implies 

that throughput increases while takt time has to be decreased. Quality measures such as assuring that the 

right variants are being assembled on the engine are regarded as non-value adding time that should be 

avoided according to the production philosophy at Scania. Therefore, a strategy that supports decisions 

for how to manage complexity induced by part variants is needed in order to clarify when to take action 

and how to assess the risks. Scania’s current tool for risk management in product development is the P-

FMEA methodology, which is a cross-functional activity for risk assessment frequently used in the in-

dustry. 

There is currently a knowledge gap and no defined system to document and motivate decisions regarding 

how to ensure assembly quality and manage problems due to new variants. In addition to this, compe-

tence is scattered among several departments and functions, which makes the decision process complex. 

Motivating decisions are particularly important for implementing necessary product and process 

changes.  

1.2.1 Research question 

One of the largest challenges for DE is to have a high level of quality assurance in order to eliminate 

deviations in production without increasing takt time and enable a high throughput. That implies that 

the following research question needs to be investigated: 

RQ: How should DE efficiently manage quality deviations caused by an increasing part variety in a 

mixed-model assembly line to ensure that the correct part variants are being assembled? 

1.3  Research objective 
On behalf of DEPB at Scania Engine assembly in Södertälje, the objective of this master thesis is to 

propose a method for facilitating decision making regarding when to apply part assurance and what 

actions to implement in production. The method is to be used during the pre-production phase of the 

product life cycle, for risk evaluation of new products and design concepts. Analyzing and mapping the 

current work processes of managing risks in product development is necessary in order to adapt the 

method to Scania’s standardized process during product preparation.  

The developed method should support decision-making regarding part assurance in order to effectively 

ensure that the right parts are being assembled on the engine in the takted flow. The thesis should also 

contribute with an increased knowledge about the research area and findings should suggest how to 

manage an increasing volume of product variants in a mixed-model assembly flow without deviations. 

The purpose of the thesis is not to propose a final solution for DE but the findings should be practically 

useful, indicating areas of improvement in their current way of working.  

Based on an initial mission statement from DEPB the thesis should investigate and suggest: 

 What methods and techniques are available for part assurance at Scania engine assembly? 

 Advantages and possible tradeoffs to consider in decision making regarding part assurance? 

 What criteria should trigger when to secure variants and the appropriate level of action? 

 When should decisions be made in the product development phase? 

 Where in the production flow should quality assurance of variants be implemented? 
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These questions constitute the main subjects of the case study and needs to be fulfilled in order to answer 

the research question.  

1.4 Definitions and scope 
Quality could be considered an ambiguous term, thus the definition of it always depends on the specific 

context. Bergman & Klevsjö (2010) suggest following definition: “the quality of a product is its ability 

to satisfy, and preferably exceed, the needs and expectation of the customers”.  

In the context of this thesis, quality is defined as “the correct component assembled on the engine ac-

cording to specification “. Thereby, part assurance means actions that are implemented in order to ensure 

and control quality, and more specifically that the right variants are being assembled on the engine, or 

that parts are not omitted by the operator at all. Actions could be to implement technical systems on the 

assembly station to enable identification of the right part, efficient logistic strategies for handling mate-

rial or assembly instructions for supporting decision making to avoid part confusion. The performance 

indicators particularly investigated in this thesis is quality and effectiveness. The latter implies effective 

production and effective decision making in product development.  

The research scope includes proactive measures in production and management of risks in product de-

velopment, which suggests that the research area is both cross-functional and comprehensive. The con-

text of the assembly system has to be defined in order to clarify stakeholders (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. Defining the context of part assurance 

  

1.4.1 Delimitations  

The thesis focuses on evaluating the need for quality assurance and error proofing assembly during the 

production phase and measures to be implemented in the production environment. The suggestion for 

an improved decision making process is to be assessed in the development phase of the product life 

cycle and includes decisions regarding changes in product design. Therefore the interface between pro-

duction and development is a necessary perspective to include in the study, even though the production 

department and its entities is the primary stakeholder. The thesis focuses on how to avoid deviations 

proactively, rather than carrying out corrective actions such as managing deviations through continuous 

improvements.  
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The method that this thesis proposes is to be used by DEPB at Scania Engine Assembly and is developed 

according to their condition, thus the method will be specific rather than generic and applications outside 

Scania is limited.  

Since DE has approximately 100 assembly stations, the study was delimitated to investigate stations 

were assembly errors occurs due to a large variant variety.  

The studied production system is delimitated to DE’s internal processes, consequently the aspect of 

quality assurance of the supplier was not covered.  
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2. Research method 

This chapter aims to describe the choice of research approach and method for conducting the thesis, 

how data was gathered and analyzed.  

The method for this thesis is an explanatory case study. A case study is a method that combines individ-

ual and group interviews with record analysis and observations; used to understand events and their 

ramifications and processes (Saunders, et al., 1997). 

Gathering of empirical data 

The major research approach is qualitative when gathering and analyzing empirical data. Qualitative 

research is an interpretive technique that seeks to describe, decode or translate in order to come to terms 

with the meaning of a certain phenomenon and it is an approach suitable for case studies (Saunders, et 

al., 1997). 

Quantitative data was gathered in the form of record of historical events related to deviations that had 

occurred of a certain period of time in the examined system. The aim was to get a better understanding 

of the research problem by quantifying the problem though the major method for gathering data was 

qualitative through unconstructed and semi constructed interviews, group discussions, conversations, 

participant and direct observations. 

The thesis has been conducted on sight at Scania engine assembly over a period of 20 weeks. That has 

provided a good foundation for participatory observations that have resulted in an understanding of the 

assembly process and the daily work of employees at DEPB. The advantages of this approach are the 

possibilities to observe how work is coordinated, the process of solving problems and how communica-

tion is done. Interviews have been performed to reach interesting competences and to visualize problems 

that cannot be observed or read in Scania related documents and standards. The findings during the case 

study have been continuously discussed and verified with the supervisor at Scania.  

Literature review 

A literature review was conducted in the field of quality management in production and academic pub-

lications that covers the problem of having part variants in a manual mixed-model assembly system. 

The literature framework serves one important cornerstone of the thesis and according to Rowley and 

Slack (2004) it contributes to: 

 Supporting the identification of the research questions 

 Identifying the literature to which the research will make a contribution 

 Contextualizing the research within the research area 

 Building an understanding of theoretical concepts and terminology  

It was perceived by the authors that the initial problem description was broad and quite extensive. A pre 

study was considered necessary in order to further investigate what objectives to prioritize. This also 

resulted in the identification of new, more specific problems, were discovered during the case study. 

Such issues were not considered initially, therefore the work processes has been iterative rather than 

linear. The main outline of the case study consists of defining the current state, analysis and discussion 

of current state and conclusions and recommendations.  
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3. Literature review 

In the following chapter different approaches and methods towards quality assurance available accord-

ing to the literature will be investigated 

Figure 2 demonstrates the defined research domain and relevant theory obtained in order to develop a 

model to facilitate decision-making regarding part assurance in a mixed-model assembly system.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Mind map of research domain 
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3.1 Mixed-model assembly  
Assembly lines can be set up for single or multiple products as illustrated in Figure 3. In single model 

lines, one type of product model is assembled. In multi-model assembly lines, a range of different prod-

ucts is assembled in batches. There is often a significant difference in the processes between products 

since they require different set ups (Becker & Scholl, 2004). 

 

 

Figure 3. Different types of assembly line systems (Becker & Scholl, 2004) 

In mixed-model assembly lines, there is no set up time between products. Products differ from each 

other in terms of design, performance or used material. Required production equipment may also differ 

due to different assembly tasks among the products (Baudin, 2002). 

3.1.1 Complexity drivers 

Product variety in mixed-model assembly lines induces complexity in terms of operator choice com-

plexity, which is a measure of the conditions in which the operator makes different choices. It can be 

decisions such as selecting parts, tools, fixtures, and assembly procedures. (Zhu, et al., 2008) 

The increase in product variety is driven by both market and sustainability demands. However, this high 

variety makes mixed-model assembly lines to become increasingly complex. A research project was 

initiated by Zeltzer et al. (2013) where the aim was to investigate different aspects of complexity in 

automotive mixed-model assembly lines. Research was conducted at several automotive industries in 

Sweden and Belgium and resulted in a generic complexity model for assembly workstations presented 

in Figure 4 (Zeltzer, et al., 2013).  
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Figure 4. A generic model of 11 direct drivers of complexity in assembly workstations (Zeltzer, et al., 2013) 

 

3.1.2 Material feeding systems 

Medbo & Hansson (2013) proposes in their research study that the knowledge in industry concerning 

the potential in designing internal material feeding systems is deficient. According to them material 

feeding should be considered not only as a discrete function. It should be designed in order to support 

the assembly process.  Internal material flow can affect following performance areas: 

 Cost, time and energy efficiency  

 Volume and variant flexibility  

 Health, safety and ergonomics 

 Assembly quality  

It is important to have a material feeding principle that supports an assembly system with a large part 

variety in order to increase assembly quality.  

Kitting and Sequenced Parts delivery  

Bäckstrand (2009) defines sequenced parts delivery as a logistic principle when parts are delivered and 

exposed to the assembler according to the sequence of arriving assembly objects on the assembly line. 

Figure 5 below illustrates the sequential principle of feeding material to an assembly station.  
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Figure 5. The concept of sequenced part delivery 

Sequenced Parts delivery is a synonym for Just in Sequence, JIS, which is a refinement of the concept 

Just in Time, JIT. This is a cornerstone of the LEAN philosophy and proclaims the principle of deliver-

ing parts at the right time, at the right place, in the right amount and in the right quality. JIS extends the 

concept of JIT by suggesting that parts will be delivered in the right sequence to the assembly line. JIS 

is an important logistic concept for automotive industry in order to manage variant-driven complexity 

costs. It is an increasing challenge that comes with an increasing number of module variants. (Thun, et 

al., 2006) 

JIS is in fact indispensable in order to enable cost efficient production of customized products. However, 

it is more demanding for internal and external logistics as material handling increases. (Fasth-Berglund 

& Stahre, 2013) 

The principle of kitting implies that kits of parts are delivered to the assembly station. One kit contains 

of several parts and components that are needed to fulfill the assembly task as seen in Figure 6 below.  

 

Figure 6. Combining different parts into a kit 

Kitting can be seen as a basic condition when managing part variant complexity in a mixed-model as-

sembly line. It is a material supply method that results in a space efficient way of exposing material at 

the assembly line. It can also increase flexibility in following areas (Medbo & Hansson, 2013): 

 Managing a large number of  part variants 

 Managing large variation in production volume 

 Increased flexibility when rebalancing the assembly line 

 Increased assembly quality and efficiency 
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Assemblers are less likely to confuse kits of parts for different products than individual part variants. 

However, in order to prevent confusion when different kits are presented to the assembler, visual man-

agement methods can be used for identifying different kits, using smart labeling or coloring strategies. 

(Baudin, 2002) 

These two principles enable operators to focus on the assembly task instead of spending time picking 

the right parts, in contrast to bulk picking where the assembler picks parts directly from an assembly 

line material façade. Kitting and sequenced supply are methods for decreasing takt time and increase 

assembly quality, but part confusion and potential picking errors are likely to move upstream the logistic 

flow. Kitting and sequential supply alone should not be considered as methods for quality assurance. 

Additional picking support has to be implemented in order to avoid picking errors by internal logistics 

functions (Bäckstrand, 2009). 

3.2 Management of product variants 
Variant diversity in manufacturing companies can be divided into product and part-variants (Ehrlenspiel, 

et al., 1985): 

 Product variants are visible to the customer and are due to variations of performance, design, 

size, equipment or material 

 Part variants are internal and may differ in shapes or production and assembly process 

An increased range of product variants is often an inevitable strategy for manufacturing companies to 

stay competitive on the market. External factors that cause variants are globalization, rapid development 

of technological innovations and meeting legal requirements. Internal factors can create unwanted var-

iant complexity because of deficiencies in the company organization. According to (Ehrlenspiel, et al., 

1985) such events can be: 

 Sudden and unjustified decisions regarding products and production 

 Lack of coordination and cooperation between development and production 

 Lack of communication during product development 

 Difficulties to obtain relevant information 

 Insufficient descriptions of product structure 

Concurrent Engineering, CE, is regarded as a systematic design approach that integrates product design 

with the related processes. CE is a renowned approach for removing department barriers between design 

and production achieving improvements regarding shorter time to market, lower production cost and 

higher quality (Saupan & Mansor, 2014). Working according to the CE principle is a way of abandoning 

the traditional approach of serial design activities, which often results in mistakes due to communication 

barriers. By working parallel in multi-disciplinary teams, project lead-time can efficiently be decreased 

(Eskilander, 2001). 

Bäckstrand (2010) identifies the increase in product variants due to customer demands as one of the 

most important factor that will increase complexity in the subsequent production system. Other influ-

encing parameters will be increasing production volumes and short product life cycles. The aim should 

always be to reduce and control variant complexity since product and part variants tends to increase 

overhead production costs in terms of quality assurance, logistics and assembly efficiency (Ehrlenspiel, 

et al., 1985).  
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Part confusion derived from part variants is among the most common deviations within assembly oper-

ations and the problem is enhanced when using mixed-model assembly lines. The only way of avoiding 

such deviations during assembly is to standardize the product structure and error proof the design. Ac-

cording to Baudin (2002) there are two fundamental ways of realize that during product development: 

1.  Design engineers should always strive for using common interfaces between components and 

shared components among product variants 

2. Design engineers should also design components in such a way that it impossible to assemble 

parts incorrectly 

This approach advocates principles such as modular design and Design for Assembly, DFA. DFA is a 

set of general design guidelines that try to consolidate manufacturing knowledge and present it to the 

designer in form of simple rules to be followed when creating a design. The manual assembly process 

is naturally divided into two separate areas, handling the part and insertion and fastening of the part.  

The design guidelines that concern the parts as such include paying attention to the symmetry of the part 

in order to make it easier to assemble. It also includes designing the part so that it will not easily get 

tangled in boxes and to avoid making the part hard to handle for the assembly personnel (slippery, sticky 

etc.). 

Regarding the design guidelines for insertion and fastening, there are a lot of different aspects to take 

into consideration. The part needs to be easy to insert and to locate before release. Other strategies are 

to standardize the design and facilitate pyramid assembly (which means to assemble from top down). It 

is also important to avoid the necessity to hold the parts downwards to maintain their orientation or need 

to reposition it in the fixture during assembly and to use smart and integrated fastening process 

(Boothroyd, et al., 2002). 

The concept of modularization is to design pre-specified building blocks or modules and designing com-

mon interfaces between modules, which can be physically interchanged. The purpose is to minimize the 

number of parts and simultaneously enable a large number of end products. By modularization more 

product variants can be offered without adding too much production complexity. This creates value for 

customer since customized products can be offered for a low price since cost efficient production can 

be achieved. With modularized products, variants are created later in the production flow, which short-

ens lead-time and provides flexible production. (Olhager, 2000) 

Nevertheless there are situations when designing products according to these principles is not possible. 

Common interfaces among different models and a large number of part variants demands quality 

measures in production in order to avoid deviations manage complexity due to part variants. If com-

plexity cannot be reduced by design and parts must be physically but not functionally interchangeable, 

risk for potential assembly errors must be identified and assessed. Production engineers must then either 

identify where to install error-proofing technology, identify approaches to simplify assembly process or 

inspect parts after assembly is complete (Cheldelin & Ishii, 2004). 

3.2.1 Cost of poor quality 

The causes of large costs in terms of poor quality can often be derived from failures during design phase. 

It is optimal to identify and correct quality deviations early in product development, which emphasises 

the need for different functions to cooperate. The cost of a corrective action increases the later it is 

performed in product development. Figure 7 demonstrates a general scenario where the costs increase 

with a power of ten (Özaksel, 2008).  
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Figure 7. General graph illustrating the increasing cost of correcting deviations during product lifecycle, adopted from 

(Özaksel, 2008) 

Cost of poor quality is commonly divided into visible and hidden failure costs. The most significant 

visible costs are rework, scrap, warranty loss and inefficiencies. These costs are often measured and 

recorded by manufacturing costs. Hidden costs are much more difficult to estimate and usually consist 

of unused capacity, inadequate material handling and loss of goodwill. There are obstacles when iden-

tifying visible and hidden cost of poor quality such as deficient routines when reporting deviations or 

not clearly determine what constitutes cost of poor quality. However there are numerous models for 

identifying cost of poor quality. One model suggests that total cost of poor quality can be divided into 

internal, external, control and preventive costs. A common strategy suggests that companies should 

strive to increase the preventive costs in order to minimize the total cost of poor quality. (Özaksel, 2008) 

3.3 Preventing assembly errors 

3.3.1 Human errors 

Shimbun (1989) lists different kinds of errors performed by humans and source of defects usually found 

in a production environment according to Table 1.  

Kind of errors Source of defects 

Forgetfulness  Omitted processing 

Error due to misunderstanding Processing errors 

Errors in identification Error setting up work pieces  

Errors made by lack of experience Missing Parts 

Willful errors Wrong Parts 

Inadvertent errors Processing wrong work piece 

Errors due to slowness Misoperation 

Errors due to lack of standards Adjustment errors 

Surprise errors Equipment not set up properly 

Intentional errors Improper tools and jigs 
Table 1. Different kind of errors and source of defects in production according to Shimbun (1989) 

Human error is the root cause for assembly errors in manual mixed-model assembly lines. It can be 

either an unintentional error or an intentional error. Intentional errors are caused when the assembler 

believes his way of working is better, faster or safer and therefore does not follow the standards. Unin-

tentional errors are actions performed with no prior thoughts, for example assembling the wrong parts 

due to misinterpretation or not reading the instructions. The reason for picking and assembling the wrong 

part is the nature of the human attention. Staying focused takes a lot of energy therefore the body tries 
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to eliminate energy consuming behavior. This is called passive attention mode. The problem is that an 

assembly system, particularly mixed-model-assembly systems, demands an active attention mode. Sup-

port systems are necessary in order to guide the assembler in the cognitive decision process to make the 

right choice when in passive attention mode. (Bäckstrand, 2009) 

Regarding the unpredictability of the human errors and the unconditional need for proactive measures 

to prevent them, Reason (2000) emphasize following: 

 “We cannot change the human condition, but we can change the conditions under 

which humans work” 

3.3.2 Poka Yoke 

Poka Yoke is a frequently mentioned concept in quality management literature. The term is synonymous 

with mistake proofing or error-proofing. It is originally a technique developed by Dr. Shiego Shingo, 

who also contributed with development of the Toyota production system and the concept of lean pro-

duction (Tsou & Chen, 2005). It is a powerful quality improvement approach that usually employs rel-

atively simple devices to increase production quality. Jigs, fixtures, switches and gauges are examples 

of relatively inexpensive tools to signal mistake detection in production processes. Although the funda-

mentals of poka yoke are physical devices to error-proof assembly operations, it is an approach to avoid 

human errors and its influence on quality. (Stewart & Grout, 2001) 

The numbers of poka yoke devices are close to endless, although they can be categorized according to 

three main principles that originate from Shiego Shingo´s Zero Quality Control System (Shimbun, 

1989): 

1. Source inspection to detect errors at their source, before they cause defects. An example is 

using a locator pin to prevent misalignment of a work piece. 

2. 100 % inspection for defects using an inexpensive sensing device such as a limit switch.  

3. Immediate action to stop operations when an error is detected, such as an interlocked circuit 

that automatically shuts down the machine. 

Similar to Shimbun (1989), Gamberini et al. (2009) divides poka yoke into two main categories that 

refers to prevention and detection.  

Prevention poka yoke refers to a device that makes it impossible to make a mistake at all, and can be 

further divided into passive, active and control oriented. Passive prevention systems include simple vis-

ual signals such as colors that induce the correct execution of an assembly. Active prevention uses dif-

ferences and asymmetries of components to prevent defects. Control oriented prevention systems aims 

to stop the production process when a mistake is detected in order to prevent derailed defects.  

 

Detection poka yoke refers to a device that detects unconformities and signals to the operator when a 

mistake has been made. Detection devices can adopt contact for evaluating deviations in properties such 

as shape, size, composition and temperature. Detection poka yoke can also adopt a fixed value method 

that verifies if some properties satisfy a predefined value such as number of movements, torque or count-

ing the number of signals received by a sensor. (Gamberini, et al., 2009) 
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3.3.3 Cognitive automation 

The approach of handling product variety in a mixed-model assembly line results in a more complex 

work environment for assembly operators. More variants and parts to handle mean more decision mak-

ing, and therefore better decision support is required for the assembly operators. A key to minimizing 

process complexity is to reducing the number of decisions an operator must make (Cheldelin & Ishii, 

2004).  

Cognitive automation is a concept aiming at supporting operator decision-making ensuring that error-

free products are produced (Fasth, et al., 2013). Automation in the context of assembly systems is ac-

cording to Fasth (2012) divided in physical and cognitive automation. She defines physical automation 

as “...technical solutions helping the operator to assembly the products, e.g. WITH WHAT”. Cognitive 

automation is defined as “... technical solutions helping the operator, e.g. HOW and WHAT to assem-

ble”.  

Results from empirical investigation performed in automotive industry done by Fasth et al. (2013) indi-

cates that there is relation between decision complexity in a work station, the use of cognitive automation 

and assembly quality. They conclude that there is evidence that cognitive automation is needed in final 

assembly to minimize the negative effects of mixed-model complexity. Though cognitive automation 

cannot directly decrease choice complexity in an objective sense, it can reduce complexity perceived by 

operators. (Fasth, et al., 2013) 

Fässberg (2012) illustrates the need for cognitive automation mapped in relation to the variety of prod-

ucts and number of tasks to perform on an assembly station according to Figure 8. 

 

 

Figure 8. The need of cognitive automation increases with mixed-model assembly complexity (Fässberg, 2012) 

3.3.4 Support systems for identifying part variants 

In the assembly process there are several methods for avoiding part confusion and detect errors accord-

ing to the poka yoke principle and the concept of cognitive automation. Different proactive supporting 

systems or methods can be implemented in the internal production process; either at the assembly station 

or at the logistics area in order to support identification of part variants and minimize picking errors. 
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These support systems aim to prevent the influence of errors listed in Table 1 in the previous chapter; 

particularly errors that influence assembling the wrong part variant. The aim is to reduce or eliminate 

the impacts of these errors through facilitating decision-making.  

 

Pick-to-light  

Pick-to-light is a visual system that aims to minimize the risk of picking errors at logistics or at the 

assembly station. The basic principle behind the system is that lights will indicate the right parts to pick 

and in the correct sequence (Figure 9). A sensor, usually a photocell, detects the hands movement and 

if the part is picked from the correct shelf an indicator (lamp) signals to the operator (Bäckstrand, 2009). 

Pick-to-light should be seen as a support and not as an error proofing technique. The system does not 

secure quality upstream the logistic flow (Baudin, 2002). 

 

Fasth-Berglund & Stahre (2013) identifies that pick-to-light sensors help industrial manufacturers re-

duce the risk of error in the assembly process, boosting product quality and reducing cost. They also 

identify a certain risk involved with implementing pick-to-light: “To build in too much pick-by-light 

solutions could make the reconfiguration, between products and components, take long time.” 

 

 

Figure 9. Illustration of a pick-to-light system 

Visual management 

Marking parts with different colors is an easy and effective way to identify similar part variants. One 

considerable advantage is that using color coding as a trigger demands less attention from the operator 

than only identifying the part with a part number. The method is limited and is less advantageous when 

identifying a large number of part variants. Color-coding can then become a distraction for the assembler 

and other systems are preferable (Bäckstrand, 2009) 

The concept of visual management includes additional techniques how to present parts to the operator. 

One strategy is to separate similar parts in the material façade or giving part names that facilitates iden-

tification. Similar to color marking, operators tend to identify names more efficiently than serial num-

bers (Baudin, 2002). 

Flip-lid and marry-go-round concept 

In some situations similar part variants can be stored next to each other in the rack. This increases the 

risk for part confusion and cause picking errors. Flip-lid is a technical solution when two part variants 

need to be separated and it consists of a lid that slides over the part rack (Figure 10). The lid automati-

cally covers the wrong part variants according to the specification, allowing the operator to pick the 
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correct part. The flip-lid can be connected to the assembly line system, which ensures that the correct 

part is exposed for every takt. (Baudin, 2002) 

 

Figure 10. Illustration of a Flip-lid system for error-proofing line side picking activities 

A system that is similar to flip-lid is the merry-go-round concept that is more suitable for larger number 

of part variants. Both concepts are suitable for smaller parts and they are preferably implemented for 

line side picking activities, in order to reduce picking errors that occur during conventional bulk picking.  

Pick by voice 

Pick by voice is based on the same principle as pick to light, but offers an audio support system instead 

of guiding with lamps. The system sends audio feedback to the picker that includes information about 

the orientation of the part, which rack and shelf it is located on. To ensure that the right part is found, 

the picker sends back an identification code and confirms that the task is completed before receiving the 

next order. It is basically the same instruction as on the instruction list, but instead of giving all the 

information of all parts at once, the pick by voice give the information for one part at a time. Compared 

to a conventional picking method using an instruction list, pick by voice enables the picker to work and 

receive picking information simultaneously, thus working more efficiently. The risk for picking error is 

reduced and the system facilitates decisions making the picker more focused and having more control 

over the task. One disadvantage with a pick by voice system is that you only get information for one 

part at a time which can lead to slower picking rates depending on the layout of the picking area. 

(Weaver, et al., 2010) 

Other picking support systems 

Graphical Paper Picking is a picking information on a paper as a conventional instruction list, but in-

stead of presenting the information of where and which part to pick by text it present where to pick the 

part and how many to pick by graphical presentation. Every storage rack has a name as “Shelf A” which 

the paper tells by text and under the name of the shelf it indicates how the shelf looks by showing the 

rows and columns of bins in the rack. The bin that has a part that should be picked are marked in a 

different color and with a number in it that indicates how many parts that should be picked. The principle 

of this system is shown in Figure 11. This method is easier for the picker to follow than the conventional 

instructive list. (Weaver, et al., 2010) 
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Figure 11. Illustration of a Graphical Paper Picking instruction list, adopted from (Weaver, et al., 2010) 

HDM – Head Mounted Display is based on the Graphical Paper Picking method by instead of having 

the graphical information on a paper; the information is on a display lens in front of the dominant eye 

of the picker. The picker can only see the picking information of one shelf at a time (but multiple parts 

in that shelf) and will get the information on the parts in the next shelf to pick when the previous is 

completed. With HDM the picker has both hands free and can pick different parts with both hands at the 

same time, which increase the picking speed. Because information on one shelf is presented at the time 

the picker don’t need to remember the sequence of the picking order, which diminish risk for picking 

confusion and increase picking quality. (Weaver, et al., 2010) 

3.3.5 Designing the assembly instructions 

Poka yoke usually refers to physical devices that aim to ensure that the physical attributes of the product 

or process are correct and mistake-proofed. Chase & Stewart (1994) broaden the concept of poka yoke 

by defining information poka yoke. The concept implies that such devices are designed to ensure that 

information required in the assembly process is available at the correct time and place. It should be 

clearly conveyed to the recipient and stand out against a noisy background.  

In order to manage a more complex production environment, Information and Communication Tech-

nology (ICT) is a useful tool to assess. It can facilitate a high degree of flexibility and more dynamic 

decision making that is needed when complexity is increasing due to part and product variety (Fast-

Berglund, et al., 2014). Figure 12 demonstrates an overview of a typical ICT and its entities. 
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Figure 12. Overview of an ICT and its entities, adopted from (Fast-Berglund, et al., 2014) 

Bäckstrand (2009) identifies in his doctoral thesis that there is a clear connection between assembly 

information available to the operator and the assembly quality. According to him, instructions regarding 

the specified engine variant are critical in order to avoid deviations on the assembly line. If the infor-

mation is not provided to the assembly personnel or found by them, it is impossible to assemble the 

engine according to the specified order. The existence of the information itself is not a guarantee for 

zero deviations in production. It is the presentation of instructions that triggers the correct process. There 

are four main information providers that present or transfer information about the product or process to 

the assembly personnel: 

 A graphical interface:  A computer monitor is updated with information regarding what part 

should be assembled 

 Assembly instructions: Paper instructions are accessible at the assembly station  

 Direct communication with colleagues and managers 

 The context: For example parts already assembled on an engine 

The information presented to the operator should contain instructions about the product and the process. 

If several part variants exist, a decision point arises. In that situation assembly personnel need the correct 

information in order to know which part to assemble. A unique variant should trigger what to assemble 

but also how to assemble. These demand assembly instructions to contain a decision support and a pro-

cess support. The presence of low volume products within the same assembly line as high volume prod-

ucts particularly demands a trigger that tells the assembler what parts to pick and assemble. (Bäckstrand, 

2009) 

Classification 

Common limitations for supportive systems described in the literature are that they support and guide 

production personnel in their assembly or picking task and cannot secure that the right part is actually 

assembled according to specification. But if the support system is next to the assembly line and has a 

direct contact with the line system where the information of the picked parts is verified, then support 

system such as pick to light can be seen as a more reliable part assurance system.  
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Fasth et al. (2013) categorizes various support methods according to how much they increase level of 

cognitive automation, 𝐿𝑜𝐴𝐶. Figure 13 below, illustrates a matrix categorizing physical and cognitive 

automation. 

 

Figure 13. Seven by seven matrix categorizing level of physical and cognitive automation, adopted from (Fasth, et al., 2013) 

According to them, JIS is equivalent to 𝐿𝑜𝐴𝐶=2 (decision giving) and pick to light and similar methods 

such as pick by voice is equivalent to 𝐿𝑜𝐴𝐶=5 (supervising).  

Decision giving – “The user gets information about what to do or a proposal for how a task can be 

achieved” 

Supervising – “The technology calls for the users attention, and directs it to the present task” 

3.4 Automatic identification  
This chapter describes available systems that enable part identification through automatic identification 

and data capture using of different code carriers. It also describes how to achieve part assurance by 

identifying geometrical features.  

Bar codes 

Bar codes are the most common method in the industry and have been available since the 1940s. The 

development of barcodes has made it a cheap, user friendly and reliable technique. The technique is 

frequently used for inventory control applications in warehouses and distribution centers either with 

hand held reading devices or with stationary readers. It can easily be generated on the fly and offers a 

great deal of automation and reduce human interference when it’s possible. With appropriate infrastruc-

ture, software and hardware in place, the automation provided by a bar code system greatly simplifies 

the information collection process and tracking. Bar code systems are not robust in manufacturing en-

vironments where dirt or grime will badly affect the wear of the label and reading contrast. (McCathie, 

2004)  

Utilizing a bar-code system to monitor the flow of parts could prevent wrong parts being used in the 

production line and guarantees that the production line is uninterrupted, as illustrated in Figure 14. It is 
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a way of accomplishing the principles of JIT with barcode technology, or any other automatic identifi-

cation principle. If the system at a company is linked with its internal supplier through the use of elec-

tronic data interchange technique, the company can get information from the suppliers through a moni-

toring system. The system could also improve the production efficiency and reduce labor costs by up-

dating production information instantly (Hou, et al., 2013). 

 

 

Figure 14. JIT accomplished with barcode technology, adopted from (Hou, et al., 2013)) 

 

Data matrix code 

Data matrix code is similar to the concept of one dimensional barcodes, but it is a two dimensional 

matrix consisting of dark and light square modules arranged in either a square or rectangular pattern, 

instead of one dimensional black and white rows. The encoding of the two dimensional squared pattern 

has a built in redundancy and is less sensitive to the surrounding environment than barcodes. Marking 

data matrix on metal parts can either be done by dot printing, laser marking or engraving. The latter 

solution is to prefer in tougher environments, such as marking parts to be assembled inside of an engine. 

Data matrix code can store up to 1556 bytes of graphical or numerical data.  

Data matrix code was developed and standardized by NASA, US Department of Defense and several 

other companies. After testing the different 2D barcode systems, it was noticed that data matrix was the 

most space efficient of all the 2D code systems (Schmidmayr, et al., 2008). Data matrix code system 

has found extensive use in automotive, aerospace, electronics, semiconductor, medical devices and other 

manufacturing unit-level traceability applications. Data matrix has extended the barcode applicability to 

new areas. These applications make use of the codes ability to encode fifty characters of data in the size 

of a 5-6 millimeter squared symbol that can be read with only 20 percent contrast ratio (Odette, 2014). 

Fiala (2004) provides following information regarding data matrix and its advantages: 

 Stores a large quantity of data: Can encode about 4000 figures in one code 

 Can encode all kind of data: Alphanumerical and binary data 

 Space efficient design that can carry the same data as in conventional barcode on less space 

 Can be read at any angle of orientation: No need to orient items in order to read them 

 2D code decoding software uses highly sophisticated algorithms to detect and correct symbol 

damage 
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Using barcodes technologies and direct part marking, DPM, can eliminate the need for an operator to 

determine whether they have the correct part, reducing complexity. It provides positive real-time feed-

back to the operator that part is correct, that the assembly task is correctly performed and manages 

inventory levels automatically if information is tied to a computer system. (Cheldelin & Ishii, 2004) 

RFID 

Radio Frequency Identification, RFID, is a system that makes it possible to read data from different 

objects without physical contact. The system consists of a transmitter that induces a RFID tag placed on 

the object. The reader induces the chip to emit an identifying signal. The tag operates on the induced 

energy in the inductor and like an antenna it sends an identifying signal in binary code. Tags can be 

divided into passive and active. Active tags have their own power source, which enables sending over 

longer distances. RFID has the advantage of storing a large amount of information on a small surface. 

The tags can be reprogrammed without consuming new tags, which makes it cost efficient (Günther, et 

al., u.d.). 

RFID applications has been reported successful for several purposes such as monitoring oil drill pipe, 

the identification baggage tracking system at Jacksonville Airport in Florida, active implantable medical 

devices and various applications in biology. RFID technology has also shown increasing profit in indus-

try, collision avoidance in identification systems. In the manufacturing area the Ford Company has suc-

cessfully implemented RFID to improve the products quality on their assembly line at its facility in 

Cuautitlan, Mexico. The RFID tag sends the information on what needs to be done on the product at 

each of the stations on the assembly line. The former manually coding system required that each identi-

fication sheet to be manually updated at every station in the production line. RFID allows updates to be 

written to the tag, and is therefore constantly updated without the risk of operator error. (Zhekun, et al., 

2004) 

The literature illustrates two main areas of potential improvements regarding implementation of RFID 

in assembly: 

 Process time savings: If the time spent scanning labels can be decreased, this may allow for a 

lower takt time, which in turn translates into higher throughput and enhanced revenue or de-

creased opportunity costs (Gaukler & Hausman, 2008). 

 Quality/rework cost savings: There may be cost savings associated with having less rework 

and a higher quality product. Quality savings materialize through error prevention. Smart scan-

ning strategies may prevent the installation of wrong component and thereby reduce or eliminate 

rework due to this cause. (Gaukler & Hausman, 2008) 

RFID implementation is particularly beneficial for complex assembly environments that meet the fol-

lowing criteria (Gaukler & Hausman, 2008): 

1. Total assembly times are substantial 

2. Takt time is low 

3. There is little to no worker idle time (high utilization) 

4. Rework is present and costly 

Two major drawbacks of implementing RFID in automotive industry are discovered by Gaukler & 

Hausman (2008): (1) RFID is not yet a mature technology compared to barcode technologies. (2) There 

are problems with RFID reliability in proximity of metal parts. These problems are of course intercon-

nected. Implementing RFID into a production system will require initial learning and a tweaking phase, 
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which can affect the reliability of the system to be lower than before implementation. As often when 

any new technology is implemented and adopted to a current production system, there is also an immi-

nent risk while introducing RFID, which is demanding caution and accurate investigations. (Gaukler & 

Hausman, 2008) 

 

Scanning procedure 

Gaukler and Hausman (2008) consider three basic identification regimes for part assurance, where the 

level of quality is depending on when identification is performed: 

1. Part is identified only after it is assembled 

2. Part is identified only when it is picked from the parts bin 

3. Part is identified both at the parts bin and after assembly 

The quality assurance increases when potential source of errors is eliminated, consequently part assur-

ance is most suitable when performed before and after installation of the part, which allows maximum 

quality assurance. One implication is that the extra identification procedure lengthens the total assembly 

time. (Gaukler & Hausman, 2008)   

Vision systems and automated inspection 

Visual inspection and quality control is conventionally performed by experts, which are more flexible 

for changes and more efficient than machines. But humans are slower than machines and get tired easily. 

Experts are difficult to find or maintain in an industry and require training to develop their skills, which 

is time consuming. Some inspections can be difficult for even the best-trained expert, and the result can 

also differ between experts. This means there is an increased risk of errors due to the human factor. In 

certain applications, the precise information must be quickly and repetitively extracted and used, and 

some environment are difficult or hazardous like underwater inspection, nuclear industry etc. In those 

occasions computer vision may effectively replace a human inspection.  

 

Figure 15. The principle of an automated vision system in production (Malamas, et al., 2003) 

Figure 15 above illustrates a typical industrial vision system. A computer is employed for processing 

the acquired images, which is achieved by applying special purpose image and analysis software. Images 

are mostly acquired by one or several cameras placed at the scene of the inspection. In most cases in the 

industry, automation systems are designed to inspect only predetermined objects at fixed positions. 
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Consequently, this implies that vision systems are not robust for continous changes. The result from the 

processing by the vision system can be used to: control a manufacturing process, propagated to other 

external devices, characterize defects of faulty items and take actions for reporting or correcting these 

deviations (Malamas, et al., 2003). 

 

3.5 Risk management in product development 
Cheldelin and Ishii (2004) suggest an approach how companies can manage mixed-model-assembly 

errors in low to mid-volume assembly environment. The outline of their methodology can be illustrated 

according to Table 2.  

 
Preliminary de-

sign 

Detail de-

sign 
Assembly design 

Proposed 

tools 
Mixed-Model FMEA 

Geometric “sim-

ilarity” assess-

ment 

Assembly Error-proofing 

technologies 

Task to ac-

complish 
Define number of ma-

jor systems 

Design parts 

Create 3D Vis-

ual environment 

Design manufacturing line 

Minimize assembly errors 

Problems to 

identify 

Identify risk 

System level 

Part level 

Design-out Risk 

System level 

Part level 

Identify Technology: 

2D barcodes 

Error-proofing 

IT systems 

Questions 

to ask 

Is sub-system physi-

cally/functionally in-

terchangeable?” 

“How similar is 

the new part I 

am designing?” 

Cannot design-out inter 

changeability: 

“What technology should I 

use to prevent defects?” 

Table 2. Mixed-model error reduction methodology according to Cheldelin and Ishii (2004) 

The overall purpose of the approach is that companies need to address the problem in the design stage 

since acting reactively leads to sub optimal changes. First, companies should employ FMEA during 

early design stages to drive commonality and eliminate errors at the systems level. Second, a geometry-

based comparison function based off CAD system data that can identify similar parts during detailed 

design is needed. Such a comparison technique alerts the engineers to potential assembly problems of 

individual parts. Third, when parts must be physically similar, this information must be transferred to 

manufacturing so appropriate technologies are employed to error-proof the assembly operation 

(Cheldelin & Ishii, 2004). 

Product changes triggers an evaluation on how the changes will affect the production process and the 

work environment from an information-needs perspective. It is necessary to do evaluations as soon as 

possible in product development projects. That approach usually emerges following obstacles 

(Bäckstrand, 2009): 

1. It is difficult to perform detailed evaluations early in projects due to the level of abstraction of 

the available data 
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2. The available data, amount and abstraction level will increase in later stages of the process and 

peak in the development phase 

Failure Mode and Effect Analysis, FMEA, is a systematic approach for review a product or a process 

and is a highly useful methodology for reliability analysis. FMEA can be performed as a qualitative or 

quantitative analysis of connection between failure modes and the corresponding failure consequences 

and how it is possible to take measures in order to reduce the consequence of failure.  An FMEA can be 

performed during product development and serve as a basis for verifying product design. Such an ap-

proach is called a Design-FMEA, D-FMEA. FMEA performed in the pre-production phase of the prod-

uct life cycle is called Process-FMEA, P-FMEA, and is a way of evaluating the manufacturing process. 

P-FMEA can be performed in cross-functional teams during product development. The main purpose of 

P-FMEA is to effectively allocating resources by ranking failure modes according to the highest risk. P-

FMEA uses the risk priority number (RPN) value to rank and assess the risk of potential failure modes. 

The RPN, which is the product of the severity (S), occurrence (O), and detection (D) of a failure mode, 

is ranging from 1 to 1000. (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010) 

Kmenta et al. (2003) identifies that P-FMEA is rarely completed during the design cycle. Failures during 

manufacturing are costly but failures that occur at customer are substantially more costly. Due to the 

fact that defect costs increase throughout the product lifecycle, it is important to perform FMEA during 

design, while it can be modified and optimized. (Kmenta, et al., 2003) 

Detailed FMEA is usually extremely difficult and time consuming when performed during early product 

design stages and the outcome is uncertain due to engineers needs to rely on assumptions regarding 

potential failure modes. (Cheldelin & Ishii, 2004) 

The disadvantages with the FMEA methodology often regard its implementation and utility according 

to Chao & Ishii (2007) . They summarize the criticism pointed at FMEA as a risk assessment approach 

with following remarks: 

 It often fails to identify key errors  

 RPN are often poorly defined or inconsistent 

 FMEA is tedious and time consuming 

 Performing FMEA is often performed late and does not affect important design and process 

decisions 

 Without a systematic approach, engineers produce a subjective analysis that depends on their 

level of experience  

A failure mode can be difficult to identify since it occasionally have several causes. FMEA does not 

account for how different failure mode can interact leading to unforeseen failure effects. (Özaksel, 2008)  
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4. Result 

The result of the empirical study resulted in two different entities. The first concerns empirical findings, 

where the aim is to describe the current state of Scania engine assembly. It is of particular interest to 

investigate and map methods for part assurance used in logistics and at the assembly line. The second 

part aims to map the work processes in product development projects and investigate how P-FMEA is 

conducted for identifying needs for quality assurance when new engines are developed and prepared 

for production. Finally the resulting model is presented, based on the empirical findings.  

4.1 Situational description of Scania engine assembly 
Scania´s main engine program, A-orders, consists of three engine types with five, six or eight cylinders. 

The engines share cylinder design. By sharing cylinders, the design engineers can focus on optimizing 

combustion for one type of cylinder shared among all engine types. By seeking to share components 

among engines types according to the principle of Scania module system, part numbers can radically be 

decreased. Besides number of cylinders, the range of product variants may depend on multi factors such 

as effect, buss or truck application, type of injection system, legal requirements etc. In addition to this, 

Scania manufactures engines for marine and industrial applications and special orders (S-order), that are 

often produced in lower volumes but demands much higher complexity than A-orders. In order to meet 

customer demand Scania offer a range of product variety that is close to endless.  

The assembly process of in-line engines with five or six cylinder is divided into basic assembly and final 

assembly. In the beginning of the assembly process at the basic assembly, internal components are as-

sembled such as camshaft, crank set, cylinder head and injection system. After basic assembly the engine 

is mounted on a transport carrier before final assembly where the remaining outer components are as-

sembled on the engine: Fuel pump, turbo charger, cable harness, flywheel housing etc. Assembly sta-

tions are divided into assembly areas according to the characterization of the components. After final 

assembly the engine is stored in a buffer before final testing. The engine is then painted, wrapped in 

plastic cover and finally ready for delivery to customer. For most of the engines, the customer is one of 

Scania´s final chassis assembly. Engines for industrial and marine applications are delivered directly to 

the end customer. The V8 engines are assembled on a dedicated assembly line where basic and final 

assembly is incorporated.  

The studied system for the thesis is delimitated to basic and final assembly of five and six cylinder 

engines. Today the engines for marine and industrial applications are partially assembled in the same 

assembly line as the straight five and six cylinder engines. The final assembly flow is continuous and 

takted with a monorail system. Carriers are continuously paced through approximately 100 assembly 

stations. The layout of the engine assembly factory is presented in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16. Simplified layout of the engine assembly in Södertälje 

At basic assembly, the number of part variants is kept low due to commonality between engine types, 

according to the principle Scania module system. It is an approach towards standardized interfaces and 

fewer parts, which creates simplicity and flexibility. It allows to produce customer specific products in 

a cost efficient manner by postpone variants in the later stages of the assembly process.  

 At final assembly, the production and work station-complexity increases since number part variants and 

assembly tasks are increasing. The level of physical automation is lower than basic assembly, since final 

assembly requires more flexible process through manual assembly operations. The assembly tasks is 

performed manually often with automatic hand tools and conveyors.   
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Organizational Structure  

Figure 17 visualizes the departments at DE that were considered a target group to be interviewed in this 

study, and are in charge of the processes that have been observed.  

 

 

Figure 17. Hierarchical tree over the organizational structure at DE 

DEQ is the quality department at DE. Their responsibility is to follow up the deviations that occur on 

the assembly line, investigate and add necessary precautions to maintain high quality output.  

DET is the department of local product and process engineering, responsible for the existing process 

and products on the assembly line. 

DEL is the department of logistic at DE. Their mission is to supply the assembly line with materials and 

plan what furnishing strategies are suitable for different parts.  

DEC is the engine assembly department, in charge of the assembly process. This includes group man-

agers and the assembly personnel in different assembly areas in the production. It is DEC that controls 

and organize the daily production.  

DEP is the department of global engineering responsible for projects introducing new engines. 

 DEPB is the product engineering department. The product engineers at DEPB works globally 

in the organization and serves as a link between the design department and the production de-

partment. DEPB performs test assemblies of new product variants on a development line before 

the product will enter the production assembly line.  

 DEPG is the global process engineering department. Their task is to verify the assembly process 

for the product, set up new specified tools for handling the product or tightening operations 

required for the product and systems for prevent assembly errors. 

 DEPA is the department responsible for leading product development projects at DE by allocat-

ing resources and coordinate activities.  
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4.1.1 Product development process at Scania 

The standardized process for product development at Scania is divided in three types, as illustrated in 

Figure 18.  Concept development or yellow arrow process, deals with pre-development.  It concerns 

research, developing advanced engineering concepts. Product development or green arrow process, 

deals with developing new products towards a market introduction time, which involves a large and 

cross-functional project organization. Product follow-up, also called red arrow process, aims to main-

tain and update the current product range in production that are available for customers.  

 

Figure 18. Scania product development process 

 

4.1.2 Scania Production System 

Scania production system is based on three values; customer first, respect for the individual and quality. 

The values represent the company’s culture and give a foundation for the other bricks and pillars to 

stand upon. Without the foundation the SPS-house will fall apart, see Figure 19.  

 

 

Figure 19. SPS House 

Customer first – The customer is in focus in the daily work and when decisions are taken. 

Respect for the individual – The employees feel respected by their managers and colleagues and can 

empower their situation. Everyone has the possibility to develop based on individual potential.  

Quality – Strengthen the competiveness by eliminating waste such as quality problems, disruption in 

the production and unnecessary operations. 
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Normal situation – Standardized working method 

Scania strives to always be at a normal state, where the deviations can be visualized in order to be 

eliminated. When following the SPS principles, a normal state is achieved. The work is standardized, 

according to a determined takt and a balanced flow. Scania works with visualizing the current state and 

deviations on boards so that everyone can see what is normal and what is not. At the shop floor, RTM 

(Real Time Management) is a method that is used to ensure that the information is accessible when 

needed. When a normal situation and standardized working method is achieved, the process can be 

challenged to become more efficient through the principle continuous improvement.  Situations that 

deviate from the normal are abnormal and raise the need for improvement activities. 

Right from me 

Right from me means that it should be easy to do right, including the way deviations are identified and 

reacted upon. This implies that the operators do not receive, cause or deliver a deviation to the customer.  

Scania’s methods, tools and instructions and the knowledge of the operator ensures that no deviations 

will succeed to the subsequent processes in production. If the operator has followed the standard but a 

deviation occurs, it is a shared responsibility by the employees at Scania to improve the standard.  

Consumption controlled production 

Scania produces when the customer has signaled a need. This could imply refilling what has been used 

or filling according to the forecast of the customers’ future needs. Consumption controlled production 

supports the planning and helps avoid waste, such as overproduction and work in process.  

Continuous improvement 

Personnel at Scania strive to challenge and improve the normal state and manage deviations so that they 

will not happen again.  

The priorities 

According to SPS, Scania´s priorities are:  

 

1. Safety & Environment  

2. Quality  

3. Delivery  

4. Economy 

 

These four priorities are all important to fulfill but safety and environment is always the most important 

priority. Quality is prioritized before delivery, which means that Scania do not deliver a product that not 

fulfils the specification. The order above has to be considered when an abnormal situation occurs, or 

when the priorities are in conflict with each other ( Scania, SPS Office, 2007). 
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4.1.3 Hands on the engine - A logistic concept for reducing waste 

This chapter aims to describe the principles of logistics and part supply to the assembly stations at DE.   

Hands on the engine or the original name in Swedish “händerna på motorn” is a concept to move the 

waste out from the assembly line so that the personnel at the assembly line can concentrate on value 

creating tasks such as the actual installation of parts on the engine. This project started in 2008 and was 

a necessity to be able to achieve the next step in production capacity without expensive investments in 

new production facilities. Table 3 demonstrates assembly tasks that are classified as value creating, non-

value creating or waste.  

Value creating Non value creating Waste 
Connect  Scanning Walk 

Fixate Take part Adjust 

Tighten stripes Read part number Put back 

Tightening fasteners   
Table 3. Examples of what is considered value creating work at the engine assembly 

At the engine assembly, the Hands on the engine project has developed towards a new logistic concept, 

NLC. The implementation includes all Scania PRU´s performing assembly; Chassis, Engine, Transmis-

sion and Rear and front axis assembly. It has resulted in restructures in the logistic and the material flow. 

At DE, new engine introductions have led to an expanding growth of components and engine types that 

has to be assembled on the same assembly line. This has created the need to solve issues in balancing 

work at the assembly line by eliminate non-value creating work and waste, moving them outwards in 

the production process, as illustrated in Figure 20.  

 

Figure 20. The aim of the project "Hands on the engine" is to move waste outwards, adopted from (Lind & Werdler, 2010) 

Instead of delivering pallets with parts to the storage rack (bulk picking) where the assembler picks up 

his part, special delivery points where made. Now the material is arranged in smaller packages, kits and 

delivers in sequence to the assembly stations, see Figure 21. The parts dispatch according to a specific 

sequence with a train, which has greater capacity than a conventional forklift.  
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Figure 21. The new logistic concept at Scania engine assembly plant  

One important purpose with NLC is that the assembler and the assembly task should be centered and 

that the quality of the service should increase, fulfilling the foundation of SPS-philosophy. The main 

objective with the restructure is to: 

 Create stability in the assembly process 

 Eliminate material shortage and stop in the production 

 Substantially reduce the assemblers workload  

 Enable flexible material deliveries to the assembly line, making it easier to introduce new vari-

ants 

The concept involves a new interface between assembly and logistic so that the ability to handle greater 

production volumes and larger numbers of part variants increase. Less complex pre-assembly tasks are 

moved out from the assembly line to decrease the assembler’s workload. For example on the engine 

block area, the logistic furnishing has taken over the fixation of the stud bolts to the transmission plate.  

4.1.4 Deviations at the Engine Assembly 

Deviations are classified according to a Scania standard, LS1409, which implies the following: 

 C-deviations: Critical deviations, with direct effect on characteristics to the customer and sub-

stantial economic consequence for Scania. 

o Risk of injury 

o Substantial economic consequences that can entail unplanned stops and thereby making 

it impossible to carry out the work task 

 L-deviations: Legal deviations meaning noncompliance with legal requirements (should be 

treated as a C-deviation).  

 M-deviations: Major deviations meaning interference with or reduction of important charac-

teristics to the customer. 
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o Significant economic consequence. Can entail extra maintenance procedures for re-

placement or adjustment   

 S-deviations: Standard deviations that have insignificant effect on important characteristics to 

the customer 

Deviation reports at DE 

Deviations due to assembling the wrong part variant have decreased over the last years. The initial pur-

pose for NLC was space efficiency and increased utilization of the current assembly line. According to 

Simon Algesten, SPS manager, the restructuring of the logistic concept and supply methods has con-

tributed to the quality improvements. Besides NLC, improvements have been made as to working with 

lean principles, such as 5s and continuous improvements through standardization of working methods. 

The number of deviations have more than halved since 20XX and a graph demonstrating the decline 

over a period of four years according to Figure 22.  

 

Figure 22. Graph showing the decline of reported deviations over a period of four years 

The statistics of assembly errors have been extracted from the internal quality system. The quality team, 

DEQ, gather reports regarding deviations that has been identified internally at DE or by one of the 

chassis assembly factories within Scania. The deviations are such that the engine had to be repaired or 

altered after the assembly line and are classified as no direct run, NDR. Direct run is defined as lead 

time without any deviations that requires rework and affects delivery plans. The engine assembly has a 

target of 95 % direct run. Assembly errors that can be corrected at the assembly line are not regarded as 

NDR. Thereby deviations that require minor rework that can be performed at the assembly line are not 

included in the statistics above and indicating there are hidden statistics that are hard to uncover.  

Despite the recent decline in deviations, assembly errors caused by part confusion are a substantial prob-

lem at the engine assembly. Figure 23 demonstrates a graph of different error codes that was identified 

and reported to the quality team in 20XX. Figure 24 illustrates how deviations due to wrong part assem-

bled are distributed over the assembly areas.  
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Figure 23. Graph showing distribution of different error codes reported during a year 

 

 

Figure 24. Graph demonstrating assembly errors per station at basic and final assembly 
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4.2 Empirical findings 

4.2.1 Quality assurance – Logistics 

An interview was conducted with Jacob Karlsson, head of logistic department (DELF) at Scania engine 

assembly, to investigate how the logistic methods affect assembly quality. Even though assembly quality 

was not the initial driving factor, an important advantage of the new logistic concept is to eliminate part 

confusion for assembly personnel. Kitting and delivering material just in sequence enables a single 

choice situation for the assembler. The consequence of increasing the workload for the logistic function 

due to more material handling is picking errors. A demand for increased picking accuracy of the logistic 

process has arisen since NLC.  

The method or rather classification of quality assurance can roughly be divided in three categories ac-

cording to possible consequence and level of quality assurance needed. This is an observation made by 

the researchers and confirmed by Jacob Karlsson during the interview. The method is presented in Fig-

ure 25. It demonstrates how the need for larger investments and complex measures increases with the 

level of risk; consequently it indicates where risk evaluations are concentrated.  

 

 

Figure 25. Method for part assurance at DE 

The vertical axis demonstrates the level of risk ranging from assembly error not leaving the assembly 

station, to risk of delivering a deviation to customer with significant consequences. The horizontal axis 

demonstrates the appropriate degree of part assurance that needs to be assigned. Green parts are often 

standardized parts such as brackets, screws and clamps. This type of parts demands a low degree of 

quality assurance since they are high volume parts and are shared among different engine types. The 

risk of picking the wrong part is considered low. When part variants exist and there is risk for picking 

errors due to part confusion, the first measure is to ensure a single choice situation for assembly person-

nel by delivering in sequences or in kits. Logistics use visual management principles by separating sim-

ilar part variants in material façade and unique naming system such as horse, bell etc., for facilitating 

identification of parts.  

Parts considered to be in the yellow zone often require quality filters before they leave the logistics area. 

Quality personnel are assigned to control picking quality by inspecting part numbers according to the 

specified picking order list. Technical support systems could be applicable for quality assurance but is 
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not used today. Pick-to-light has been implemented for a period of time but is at the moment not utilized 

and logistics rely on ocular inspection and efficient picking methods. The current approach for reaching 

an appropriate level of picking quality and assembly quality is that green and yellow parts can be manage 

through supply methods or quality assurance performed before delivery. When there is a significant risk 

that picking errors will lead to assembly errors with critical consequence that will not be detected in the 

internally process, parts are recognized in the red zone. Ensuring assembly quality through supply meth-

ods or support for picking quality is not sufficient. According to Jacob Karlsson, error proofing actions 

has to be taken at the assembly line to avoid assembly errors. In Table 4, a series of methods that corre-

sponds to different levels of quality assurance can be identified, where pick by voice is not implemented 

at DE today. (Karlsson, 2014)  

 

Green level Yellow level Red level 

•  Picking method 

•  Picking information 

•  Marking 

•  Material façade  

•  Fixture 

 

• Pick to light 

• Pick by voice 

• Quality inspection 

• Part nr check logistics 

• Part nr check assembly  

 

• Matrix code scanning 

• Barcode scanning 

• Multiple Quality inspec-

tions   

 

Table 4. Methods and technology for part assurance 

An interview was conducted with one assembler and one production engineer working at an assembly 

area where assembly and preassembly of cable harness is one of the assembly tasks. Cable harness exists 

in multi variants and is delivered in sequence to the stations. Following observations was identified 

during the interview regarding quality of the logistic process: 

 According the assembler, the overall quality is enhanced since logistics has the responsibility 

of picking and deliver the correct parts. On the other hand there is a tendency that assembly 

personnel do not inspect serial numbers. One reason is that many believe that the parts are 100 

percent correct, particularly when quality inspection is done at the delivery point.  

 

 Logistics usually prepares three kits at the same time and a recurring error is that kits are deliv-

ered in wrong sequences; parts are placed in the wrong kit box or delivery racks are placed in 

wrong sequence 

 

 A recurrent trend is that picking errors is increasing during periods after rebalancing of the line.  

4.2.2 Quality assurance – Assembly 

Automatic identification 

Scanning barcodes is the most common use of automatic identification at the engine assembly. The main 

information carrier of assembly instructions is the engine card. It is a text-based document containing 

the necessary information the assembly personnel needs in order to assemble the correct part and in the 

correct sequence.  At the basic engine assembly line the engine card comes in form of a paper and at the 

final assembly it is presented in PDF-format on the screens mounted on the engine carriers. The assem-

bly instructions are issued in a system called MONA and is based on the product design structure and is 

translated by production engineers in order to be efficiently presented to the assembly personnel.  

A typical assembly task starts with the operator scanning the engine card according to his station number 

and that triggers the current assembly process. For example, the correct amount of torque and number 
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of tightening operations are available for the specific assembly task, which provides an important step 

in the error proofing process. Scanning the engine card can also force the operator to scan the part before 

assembly in order to assure that the process is consistent with the assembly structure. The error proofing 

process can be illustrated as in Figure 26 and involves the following operations.  

 

Figure 26. The principle of the auto identification procedure for part assurance at DE 

 

The scanning procedure can, in simple terms, be described in following steps: The operator scans the 

part code carrier (Barcode or Data Matrix). The identification step can also imply comparing geometrical 

features. The information in the code (part number) is compared with the assembly instruction or the 

escort memory through the PLC. A confirmation signal visualizes and signals if the part is correct or 

not. A detection poka yoke is established since carrier will not continue unless the correct part is iden-

tified and confirmed with production control system. Scanning is done manually by the assembly per-

sonnel either using handheld scanners or stationary scanners.  

Identification procedure at Basic assembly 

The procedure differs between basic assembly and final assembly since they have different monitoring 

systems and consequently different ways of comparing assembly information. At basic assembly, an 

inductive memory is attached to the cylinder block and is programmed with necessary information re-

garding the specific engine variant, according to a procedure equal to RFID. 

Johan Pontén, Senior engineer at DE explains that quality assurance of variants is heavily focused on 

basic engine assembly today. The demands for quality assurance of internally assembled parts such as 

camshafts, crankshafts and injector are high since: 

 The parts are often impossible to verify downstream the assembly flow because they are hidden 

and assembled internally 

 The parts have a critical impact on the engines performance 

 Assembly errors are likely to lead to severe consequences for production and customer 

Quality assurance through reading of data matrix is implemented for the assembly of camshafts. The 

assembly station has a stationary reader where the camshaft is mounted with a conveyor. Further, data 
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matrix is also implemented on certain fuel components for achieving traceability due to law regulations. 

A limiting factor today when implementing part assurance is the current control system. It demands 

large capital investment in productions equipment such as a PLC, scanning equipment and maintenance. 

Using data matrix has not resulted in a one hundred percent quality assurance. Basic engine has experi-

enced difficulties with reading matrixes due to bad quality of contrast, due to deficiency in the process 

of the supplier.  

Data vision is implemented at two stations for two different purposes: for verifying positioning of bear-

ings by measuring a specific distance and for checking if the bearing shell has plasma casing or not.  

Identification procedure at Final assembly 

At one station at final assembly, two different oil pumps are assembled. The operator initially scans the 

engine card to identify the current engine specification. The pumps are delivered to the station in a kit, 

which is prepared at a sub-assembly station in connection to a previous station. The pump has an en-

graved matrix code on it and is identified before being installed on the underside of the engine. The 

reader device is stationary and part confirmation takes approximately a couple of seconds. The proce-

dure is equal to detection poka yoke since the conveyor cannot proceed without confirming that correct 

part is identified.   

The procedure of scanning a part adds approximately 5 second to the assembly task. It varies due to the 

ergonomic factor of the part such as weight and shape, and if the reading is done with a handheld or 

stationary device.  

Quality inspections 

There are a couple of quality stations at the final assembly line. Each zone has a list of checkpoints that 

needs to be inspected. There are basically two factors that decide what parts that need to be inspected:  

 

1. Deviations have been detected internally or reported from customer and inspection will continue 

until the responsible assembly station has solved the cause of failure   

 

2.  Quality assurance is considered deficient at the specific assembly station and inspection will 

continue until the needed tools and process equipment is implemented  

In addition to stationary quality inspections, each assembly area can set up temporary filters to secure 

quality. This is usually a precaution when a new assembly task is introduced or after rebalancing of the 

assembly line.  

Cognitive automation 

Basic engine assembly uses automatic hand tools that have a 𝐿𝑜𝐴𝑃 equal to 4 (see chapter 3.3.3) and 

assurance systems as data matrix code or vision systems to monitor the process and/or assure that the 

right part is used for the assembly. Level of cognitive automation, 𝐿𝑜𝐴𝐶 is equal to 6 which means that 

the system will intervene in the process if something is not correct. According to Figure 13, basic engine 

assembly is in the machine/technique monitoring zone. 

 At the final assembly, the situation is different regarding level of automation. The majority of the sta-

tions at final assembly correspond to a high level of operator choice complexity regarding the variety of 

part variants and number of different assembly tasks.  Most of the stations use automatic hand tools 

connected with a number of tightening operations to different cores in different sequences. The assembly 

personnel scan the engine card in the beginning of the takt to get right number tightening operations. 
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This system is supervising and the stations are therefore in the machine/technique monitoring zone, see 

Figure 13. However, it will control that the right process is performed, not that the right part is assem-

bled. If different part variants have different amounts of tightening operations or use different cores, it 

can be detected if the wrong parts are assembled, since the wrong process has been performed. Some 

stations also have other types of systems that will help the assembly personnel in the decision making 

process. The most common observed are simple color-coding of parts or flip-lids that prevent omission 

of parts, such as gaskets.  

The usage of methods to increase the level of cognitive automation for assembly personnel has been 

decreased since sequence parts delivery been introduced at the majority of the assembly stations. As a 

result, pick to light is not used at final assembly, since bulk picking is performed to a lesser extent.   

Observations and conversations with assembly personnel at the final assembly has indicated that an 

increased level of cognitive automation is eligible, particularly where the assembly complexity is high; 

large numbers of variants and a wide range of different assembly tasks.  

In general both basic assembly and final assembly are in the machine/ technique monitoring zone, but 

basic assembly has a higher level of cognitive automation and more importantly the system secures that 

the right part is assembled, final assembly only support the operator in the decision making process. 
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4.2.3 Mapping the decision process in pre-production 

PD-projects or green arrow projects refer to projects introducing new products into the engine assembly. 

These projects handle A-orders, which is Scania’s regular and marketed product program. Product de-

velopment in PD-projects is divided in three generations as shown in Figure 27. 

 

Figure 27. Generations during product development in PD-projects and examples of project milestones 

Configuration and development are followed by a verification generation, where final preparation is 

done before start of production, SOP. The product development process has several milestones set for 

each generation, some are joint milestones and some are specific for every department that the project 

concerns. Such milestones for DEPB are for example test assemblies between product generations, ver-

ifying the design concept for the assembly process. During each generation a test assembly is done both 

virtually in a CAD-environment and physically on a development assembly line. Accessibility, ergo-

nomics and interfaces between components are some important factors verified in order to facilitate an 

efficient assembly process.  Each product generation is verified according to its manufacturability and 

how well it is adapted to production. Typically in the middle of each design generation there is a design 

freeze, meaning that all feedback has to be forwarded to the design departments before that milestone. 

After design freeze there is lead time for parts to be delivered before a test assembly can be performed. 

During test assembly, necessary tools and production equipment needs to be verified according to a list 

of specification.  

During weekly meeting with design engineers and production engineers the new design concepts are 

assessed. Cross-functional meetings with concerning departments are one important tool to identify risks 

and finding deviations. The product and process engineers have to identify necessary changes, for ex-

ample, how to alter the product design and how to adapt the assembly process and production equip-

ment?  

  

  

Configuration Development Process verification and market prepare 

3 1 4 

a g f 

General milestones: 

1. Product performance approved 

2. Product verified 

3. SOP – Start of Production 

4. SOCOP – Start of Customer Order Production 
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c. Product/process demand for performance test assembly 

d. Performance test assembly 
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f. Assembly sequence verified 

g. Risk analysis process verified 
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Procedure of assessing quality assurance 

In order to identify areas of improvement regarding the decision-making process, the current process 

was mapped. Based on interviews with engineers at DEPB the outline of a typical procedure was iden-

tified and illustrated, see Figure 28.   

 

 

 

 

The event that triggers the decision process is the Engineering Change Order, ECO, which is issued by 

the design department. An ECO is for example changes in the product structure or a new part variant 

that comes with new product launches. DEPB has the responsibility to identify possible deviations and 

address the design departments if necessary changes have to be done to the product design. When devi-

ations are identified a case is initiated in FRAS, Follow up Report and Administration System. Accord-

ing to milestone c – Process/product demand for performance test illustrated in Figure 27, DEPB should 

analyze whether there is a risk for assembly error due to physical interchangeability between variants. 

The strategy is to map what variants that exist in production today and variants that are about to be 

introduced in production. 

When risks are identified, product engineers at DEPB primarily examine the possibilities to change the 

product and its manufacturability, influence design engineers to exercise carry back or carry forward in 

order to decrease number of part variants. There is a common understanding at DEPB that added variants 
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Figure 28. The identified outline of the decision-making process 
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increase production complexity, thereby they are striving towards less unnecessary part variants when 

possible. This is done by questioning new design concepts and affecting design engineers the utmost to 

ensure that part variants create value for the customer. 

In most cases, the extent to which a product design can be altered to prevent assembly errors is limited. 

Then the next inevitable step is to investigate how to adapt the assembly process in order to ensure 

quality. If a need for new process equipment is identified, it has to be communicated. This is done by 

consulting global process engineers, DEPG, that are responsible for the procurement of necessary pro-

duction equipment and tools. The outline of how communication is conducted during product and pro-

cess-verification in PD-projects is illustrated in Figure 29. 

 

Figure 29. Interface between design, DEPB and process engineers 

 

4.2.4 Part assurance from a design engineering perspective 

An interview was conducted with a design engineer in order to investigate their perspective regarding 

variants complexity and how that problem is communicated with DEPB and production. The respondent 

was Joakim Lundström, senior design engineer at NMR. The department is responsible for the layout of 

in-line engines with five and six cylinders. 

The design engineers at Scania have a primary goal to develop a modular product. The mindset of mod-

ularity is to design a common interface between components having different performance steps. As-

sembly errors are often not possible to eliminate through design since it usually drives more variants; 

different brackets for different components implies that the concept of modularity is not fulfilled and 

consequently results in increased costs for the customer. It is a non-optimal solution leading to uncon-

ditional demand for production to manage variants through part assurance. According to Joakim 

Lundström, design engineers are not as relentless regarding replacing existing variants with new ones. 

This can be advantageous if they are functional interchangeable and the new variant can be produced in 

a larger volume achieving cost optimization.  

“Part assurance is something that production simply has to manage through increased 

flexibility for managing module variants. Design out potential assembly errors is many 

times limited since a modular design is a priority”  

The primary platforms for communicating product risk in with production are the layout meetings where 

design changes are discussed. It is a cross-functional meeting where after-market, purchase and produc-

tion provide feedback based on their interest and requirements. 

4.2.5 P-FMEA   

The primary tool for risk assessment in PD-projects is Process-FMEA. In order to increase quality when 

launching new products at Scania assembly plants, a centralized P-FMEA project has been initiated and 

a template has been developed, which can be obtained in Appendix A – P-FMEA template. The reason 

is to standardize the way of working so that a P-FMEA is triggered early in PD-projects. The previous 
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approach often resulted in an arbitrary initiated P-FMEA due to lack of standardized methods. Accord-

ing to the current guidelines, a P-FMEA should be initiated during the transition period from concept 

development to the configuration generation. The P-FMEA is then looped over the product generations 

and level of detail is continuously increased. The P-FMEA-loop is illustrated in Figure 30 below in 

connection to project milestones that regards risk analysis. 

 

Figure 30. The P-FMEA-process at DE and Scania 

A current PD-project contains approximately 300 new parts. In order to initially identify risks and utilize 

resources effectively, the P-FMEA is preceded by a line flow analysis. That is done with a virtual build, 

VB, where the new engine is virtually verified in a CAD-environment according to the assembly se-

quence. It serves as an input for the P-FMEA where possible deviations are noted. The VB is a cross-

functional event where concerned departments and competences are gathered. If a new assembly task 

affects one area or station at the assembly line the responsible production engineer should be present in 

order to be consultative and informed. The owner of the P-FMEA and planning events is the project 

leader department, DEPA. Their responsibility is to ensure that the P-FMEA is performed according to 

the project milestones and follows the standardized process defined by the centralized organization. 

(Halvordsson, 2014) 

Participatory observations indicates that during a virtual build, activity risks for deviation are identified 

and noted in the P-FMEA template. Such an activity consists of three consecutive sessions lasting 

aproximately three hours each. The template is then used during following P-FMEA meetings where 

each identified failure mode is carefully investigated. It was observed that one of the most frequent 

failure modes discussed is assembling the wrong part due to adding new part variant. The particular 

project indicated that approximety 12 % of all including parts triggers that particular failure mode. 

One purpose of performing P-FMEA is to score the different risks and then work with finding counter 

measures starting with the risk that is most severe. RPN is simply used as support for prioritizing failure 
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modes. During the meeting, it was discovered that some of the risks had already been identified and 

given a plan for counter measures. Those risks were given the highest RPN-score without systematically 

mapping the parameters, to get in the top of the action list. This will undermine the credibility of the 

other mapped risks. Consequently, it impairs the use of P-FMEA as a tool to prioritize activities, since 

the risks that are mapped systematically and correctly will get a lower priority in the action list. 

Some identified prerequisites when performing P-FMEA at DE: 

 The parts have the correct geometry and quality 

 The parts are correctly displayed for the operator 

 The tools and equipment is working properly and are calibrated 

 The operator have the necessary competence and are properly trained 

 The assembly instructions and work standards are valid and correct 

In order to summarize the empirical findings regarding risk identification with FMEA, following re-

marks can be stated regarding the use of P-FMEA at DE: 

 P-FMEA requires education and experience 

 The experience of using P-FMEA varies among engineers at DE 

 The outcome of a P-FMEA may differ depending on the individual  

 It demands cross-functional meetings and is time consuming  

 The P-FMEA-template is generic and shared among different Scania production facilities  

 The methodology is not systematically performed or adapted for other types of projects such as 

red arrow process  

There is a shared opinion that P-FMEA is a very important tool for risk assessment and that risks tend 

to be identified too late. Consequently, part assurance is often implemented as a corrective action, when 

deviations already have occurred. During interviews, the following opinions was expressed regarding 

the work with P-FMEA: 

“A late decision can often result in a sub optimal solution which support risk identifi-

cation with P-FMEA in early stages of product development”  

“I am surprised about the fact that the general mindset is that a P-FMEA should be 

performed every time, but nobody has determined what questions to consider since it is 

simply a template.”  

”We have performed several P-FMEA activities with an undesirable outcome since 

every failure mode is discussed and investigated.”   

“Since assembling of wrong part variant is a frequent failure mode analyzed during P-

FMEA, we should be able to approach the problem in a more standardized and system-

atic way.” 

“There is no effective way of evaluating the needs for part assurance during P-FMEA 

and it generates recurring reasoning that is time consuming.” 

“D-FMEA is rarely requested or obtained, however it would serve as a valuable input 

for P-FMEA” 
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In order to guide the user when doing the P-FMEA, a checklist has been developed. It contains of 20 

questions and is based on a DFA-checklist developed for test assembly. One question is regarding the 

failure mode of assembling the wrong part. By developing extended criteria for part assurance, it could 

increase the level of guidance when performing P-FMEA.  
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4.3 Developing a model for decision support regarding part assurance 
The identified research problem was initially considered comprehensive, therefore it was concluded that 

certain prioritization among the objectives was necessary. In order to manage an increasing part variety 

in a mixed-model assembly station it is of great importance that: 

 There should be certain criteria that should trigger evaluation of part assurance needs – In 

order to know how to identify risks. 

 The outline of the decision-making process should be clear – In order to know when assessment 

should be initiated and decisions be made so that sub-optimal solutions are eliminated.  

Findings during interviews and participatory observations from P-FMEA activities reveal certain prob-

lems and possible error sources have been identified in the assembly process. Through these findings, 

an outline for criteria has been recovered. These criteria is to be used for the engineers at Scania engine 

assembly to review and consider in order to identify a certain need for quality assurance. It can be con-

sidered the mindset and method when performing risk assessment at Scania. The criteria are presented 

as questions that the engineer has to consider and assess when evaluating the potential risk. 

In order to identify if certain prerequisites are fulfilled, following questions has to be reviewed according 

to the decision process in Appendix B – Outline of the decision making process. After reviewing these 

questions, evaluation of part assurance should be triggered. 

Is it possible to assemble the wrong part variant on the engine?  

Physical interchangeability between part variants needs to be considered when investigating the likeli-

hood of an assembly error to occur. By investigating if part variants share common interface on different 

engine types, it can be clarified if an assembly error is likely to occur or not. It can be time consuming 

and difficult to map existing part variants in production and it often requires knowledge about the tech-

nical specification of the product structure.  

The question regarding physical interchangeability between variants should be assessed preferably dur-

ing virtual build, which can be achieved when data models are available in the configuration phase. 

Physical interchangeability should be known with certain in order to proper investigate the failure mode 

of assembling the wrong part variant.  

Is it possible to eliminate assembly errors through active design-poka yoke or carry back/carry for-

ward principle? 

This question is important to review since it is more cost efficient to eliminate complexity due to man-

aging variants in production.  

The criteria will serve as an input for a checklist that is based on the method provided by the P-FMEA 

template used at DE. The checklist contains of predetermined claims regarding the level of risk based 

on occurrence, detection and consequence. Scoring of each parameter is simplified, using three levels 

instead of ten levels suggested in the P-FMEA template. The concept is demonstrated in Figure 31 and 

the procedure contains following main steps: 

1. Identify the degree of part assurance needed based on a risk factor  

2. Specify which method that is appropriate for the certain part variant  

3. Determine the extent of necessary process and product changes 
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Figure 31. Concept of the checklist 

The approach of developing the criteria to asses while performing the checklist has been to identify 

common factors among products that influence the risk of assembling the wrong part variant due to 

physical interchangeability.  

4.3.1 Occurrence – What is the likelihood of the failure mode to occur? 

Table 5 can be assessed in order to identify the level of occurrence of a failure mode.  

 

What is the likelihood of the failure mode to occur? 

Points Occurrence Frequency 

1 Low 1-12 times per year 

2 Moderate 1-4 times per week 

3 High 1-2 times per day 

Table 5. Categorizing the level of likelihood of a failure mode 

The most reliable way of assessing a potential frequency of a failure mode is to observe statistical data 

available. It is usually time consuming to obtain and analyze the data since internal deviations are not 

reported in a collocated system. For example, picking errors and assembly errors are not reported in the 

same system. If data regarding deviations is absent or deficient, qualitative factors contributing to the 

occurrence can be assessed instead. This is often the case when new part variants are introduced and 

unfamiliar problems arises.  

Are part variants difficult to distinguish for the operator?  

Similar parts due to geometry and design increases the likelihood of part confusion, which can lead to 

picking errors. If part variants are identical, the likelihood of a failure is more likely to occur. Assembly 

instructions usually command the operator to compare part number, however part numbers tend to be 

hard to distinguish since it is usually only the three last digits that differ between parts variants.  

Differences in appearance to consider when investigating a group of part variants can be: 

 Overall geometry 

 Length 
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 Color 

 Material 

 Weight 

Such differences in design and attributes can be used to distinguish part variants with poka yoke devices 

or it will facilitate decisions for assembly personnel. Certain attributes might need to be exaggerated in 

order to distinguish parts, which creates a demand for product change.   

How large is the part variant family?  

Assembly and logistic personnel are more likely to confuse part variants in a large part variant family. 

The amount of part variants is one factor that increases operator choice complexity along with differ-

ences in demand for each variant.  

What is the material supply principle for the part variants? 

This question is supposed to investigate how the part is exposed to the assembler. If the part is furnished 

in kits or delivered in sequences to the operator, the part confusion is diminished since a single choice 

situation is established. The method for part supply affects the number of variants impact on part con-

fusion. Certain low volume parts with low picking frequency is picked and kitted in a separate picking 

zone, which naturally separates similar parts.  

4.3.2 Detection – Where in the production flow is the failure mode detected? 

Table 6 can be assessed in order to identify the level or risk according when the failure mode is detected. 

When is the failure mode detected? 

Points Assessment Detection 

3 High 

Detected with certain at the assembly line: at the assembly 

station or within the assembly area 

 

2 Moderate 
Detected with certain after assembly line: preparation, en-

gine test or painting 

1 Low 
Only detection by chance and deviation leaves DE, detected 

by customer 

Table 6. Categorizing levels of detections of a failure mode 

Generally a failure mode such as assembling wrong part variant can be detected at following locations 

internally at DE: 

 The assembly line 

o Assembly station 

o Assembly area 

o Any subsequent assembly station downstream the assembly process from where the 

error occurred 

 Preparing for engine test 

 Engine test 

 Painting 
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Generally the probability to detect an assembly error drastically decreases when leaving the assembly 

line. Scania´s vision is zero deviations to the customer and worst case scenario occurs when an assembly 

error is not detected internally and is delivered to customer. The first step is always to ensure that an 

assembly error can be detected within the internal process. Quality inspection and other forms of suc-

cessive inspections in the assembly process should not be considered a possibility to detect a failure 

mode since they are short-term actions and not a mean of quality assurance. If an assembly error cannot 

be detected, then the need for quality assurance is alarming. There are a series of factors that decide 

where a failure mode will be detected with certainty.  

Is the part or component hidden? 

An important factor is where a part is assembled on the engine; inside or outside of the engine. An 

accessible part is often assembled on the outside of the engine. That facilitates verification of the correct 

part variant through ocular inspection. Hidden parts can be defined as parts that are impossible to verify 

through ocular inspection such as camshaft, crankshaft, cylinder lining or fuel injector; Parts that are 

typically assembled on the basic engine assembly line. Hidden components implicate low detection in 

most cases. 

Is there a subsequent assembly task? 

If subsequent assembly occurs on the assembly line, the probability to detect an assembly error within 

DE increases. An assembly task often contains sub-tasks meaning that for an assembly error to be pos-

sible, several parts of a component need to be incorrect. Pipe assemblies are often assembled at different 

stations on the assembly line and assembly errors can be detected due to wrong interface when mounting 

a connection pipe. The assembly is self-sanitizing in that sense and assembly errors will be detected at 

the assembly line.  

Parts such as flange pipes exist in many variants depending on type of cab and consequently have dif-

ferent interfaces. There are also cases where flanges have the same interface but different geometrical 

endpoints. Consequently a wrongly assembled variant will not be detected through subsequent assem-

bly, until arriving at the internal customer and is assembled onto the chassis interface. Parts that conform 

to this can be categorized as external interface variants where components such as cable harnesses are 

also included. These parts will be detected at the Scania chassis assembly. Consequently, deviations will 

not leave Scania and reach the end customer but will still proceed to the next assembly stage. The con-

sequence is then considered more severe than if the deviation would be detected at the engine assembly, 

since this requires more rework, which substantially increases the costs. 

Is there a stationary checkpoint or performance verification in the process? 

There are stationary tests for detecting possible leakage of fuel and coolant components. Deviation re-

ports indicate that leakage can be caused by assembling the wrong part. The engine test measures the 

engines performance and power, which can serve as a way of detecting if wrong turbo charger has been 

assembled.   

4.3.3 Consequence – How severe is the consequence of the failure effect? 

If a potential assembly error is likely to occur, it is important to investigate the consequence and quantify 

the costs if possible. According to the P-FMEA template used at Scania, consequences are divided into 

consequences for the customer and consequences in production. The consequence of the failure mode 

depends on where the failure mode is detected. The relationship between detection and consequence is 

such that costs for corrective actions tend to be higher the later the deviations are detected in the supply 

chain. The average cost for production stop, rework and engine testing can be calculated according to a 

specific template used at DE.    
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Table 7 can be assessed in order to identify the level of consequence if a failure mode is detected inter-

nally at DE. 

How severe is the consequence of the failure mode if detected Internally at DE? 

Points Severity Consequence 

1 Low 
Disturbance in production: Production stop or minor re-

work done at line 

2 Moderate NDR: Rework up to 2 hours, rerun in engine test 

3 High Substantial rework or scrap, risk for injury 

Table 7. Categorizing the severity of consequence for production 

If the deviation is possible to correct at the assembly station or at subsequent stations, the consequence 

will lead to a stop in the assembly line. Picking errors can lead to idle production, waiting for the correct 

part to be delivered. If it is not possible to correct the error in the assembly flow, the assembly error 

needs to be corrected after final assembly. The time it takes to repair the engine depends on several 

parameters such as the accessibility of the part, need for qualified competence or critical fasteners, which 

increases the task complexity. The accessibility can be hindered if the part is hidden or if surrounding 

components are assembled on top of the wrong part. Generally parts assembled in early stages of the 

assembly process require more complex rework the later an assembly error is detected. Replacing a 

crankshaft takes approximately twelve hours when all of the remaining parts have been assembled on 

the engine. Fuel manifolds also require extensive rework and wiring harness generally implicates com-

plex rework since surrounding components have to be removed in order to access the component. 

(Strömgren, 2014) 

Table 8 can be assessed in order to identify the level of consequence if a failure mode is not detected 

internally.  

How severe is the consequence of the failure mode, if it is not detected at 

Scania PRU and reaches the end customer? 

Points Severity Consequence 

1 Low 
Affects minor details such as finish, noise or fit 

(S-deviation) 

2 Moderate  
Affects the product´s comfort or life span. 

(M-deviation) 

3 High 

Affects major performance, primary functions, 

emissions, VOR or injury. 

(C-deviation, L-deviation) 
Table 8. Categorizing level of consequence for customer 

The severity of the failure effect for customer generally corresponds to the COR-classification. It ranges 

from undetected failures that are not noticeable for the regular customer to breakdown without warning, 

which is classified as vehicle of road, VOR. A VOR is a critical consequence for the customer since it 

often implies fines for late deliveries and this affects Scania indirectly through diminished goodwill. 

Human injury is of course classified as the most severe consequence if a deviation is detected at the end 

customer.  
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4.3.4 Visualizing the level of risk and need for part assurance 

The previous chapters identify the main factors that affect the risk of assembly errors based on occur-

rence, consequence and detection. There is no defined level of RPN that should trigger a certain measure 

in the P-FMEA; it rather suggests how to prioritize among identified failure modes in a certain project. 

The method should provide decision support in early design stages in order to assign error part assurance 

methods and technologies. It should facilitate motivating decisions regarding how to communicate nec-

essary product changes and process changes. Risk assessment should be visualized according to the 

level of the risk identified.  

The method that is illustrated in Figure 25 approaches the level of quality assurance in three levels, and 

can be used in order to assess the level of action according what criteria the part variant fulfills. It was 

found that it is not adopted during risk assessment today at DE. However, this method is not established 

as a standard procedure concerning part assurance and the knowledge about it is not well spread. Con-

sequently, the method has to be revised and extended before applying it in the context of risk manage-

ment done in P-FMEA.  

The outline should consist of three levels of actions suggesting if a potential failure mode should be 

accepted (level 1), handled (level 2) or eliminated (level 3). The level of part assurance should corre-

spond to the identified risk in terms of the probability of preventing assembly errors. Figure 32 demon-

strates a matrix visualizing each level of risk. The purpose of presenting the level of risk accordingly, is 

to in a simple manner visualize all possible outcomes of the checklist. That provides a possibility to 

identify how each parameter affects the level of risk. 

 

 

Figure 32. Matrix description regarding levels of part assurance 

The matrix consists of three rows for detection and three columns for occurrence. This creates nine 

squares where each square consists of three cells for demonstrating the severity of consequence adding 

up to 27 possible outcomes of performing the checklist according to Appendix C – All possible outcomes 

of the checklist. 

Low detection implies that the deviation will leave DE and in some cases reach the end customer. That 

is why there are no green fields in the low detection rows in Figure 32. 
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High occurrence means deviations that will imply consequences for Scania even if they never reach the 

end customer. Here it is important to have systems or methods to decrease deviations or eliminate them 

in order to have a more efficient production line with an undisturbed flow and lower cost of rework.  

High severity means more severe consequences when a deviation occurs. It can be consequences in the 

production that implies for example scrapping of significant value, damage on personnel or extensive 

rework, which is the most common, Consequences for the end customer means degraded performance 

or VOR. When there is a risk for deviations with high severity there should always be a support or 

assurance system installed at that station.  

Level 1 (green) 

This level of risk should not require product or process changes. Capital investment in process equip-

ment or redesigning a part does not correspond to the identified risk.  

If a part conforms to the following factors, level 1 is an appropriate level of action.  

 Failure mode is with certain detected within DE and will not leave internal process 

 Consequence of failure effect is negligible compared to the probability of the failure mode 

At this level of risk, no major investments are necessary for part assurance. An adequate level of Cog-

nitive automation is 𝐿𝑜𝐴𝑐 = 2; decision giving. That implies an appropriate strategy for material supply 

such as combining kitting and JIS or detailed assembly instructions. Part variants can be distinguished 

using their existing attributes.  

Level 2 (yellow)  

This level of risk should require methods increasing cognitive automation, but does not imply one hun-

dred percent part assurance.  

If a part conforms to some of the following factors then level 2 is an appropriate level of action:  

 There is a risk that the deviation can leave DE 

 Reparation and rework cost is significant due to high occurrence 

 Low to moderate occurrence deviations with high severity detected at line  

At this level of risk, investments might be necessary for achieving an adequate level of cognitive auto-

mation 𝐿𝑜𝐴𝑐 = 5, supervising. Pick to light and color-coding of parts are suitable measures. This sug-

gests that decisions regarding investments in process changes are necessary and product changes may 

be requested by DEPB.  

Level 3 (red) 

This level of risk implies that methods based on cognitive automation are not the optimal solution, due 

to the severity of the deviation and/or low chance of detection.  

In general level 3 suggest risks classified as C deviations and L deviations, defined in chapter 4.1.4. 

If the part conforms to some of the following factors, one hundred percent part assurance is necessary: 

 Deviations with significant consequence leaves DE 

 Detected at engine test (EOL) and needs a major rework, scrapped parts 

 High occurrence deviations detected at line that requires major rework 
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At this imminent level of risk, one hundred percent part assurance is necessary where the part identifi-

cation process operator-independent. This is can be achieved by automatic identification, automated 

vision systems or detection poka yoke.  

A general guideline should be that when consequences are identified as imminent, the occurrence of the 

failure mode should be regarded as insignificant. When the consequence cannot be regarded as critical 

and conforms to an M-deviation but occurrence is high, level 3 is an appropriate level of risk. However, 

in order to determine whether a decision is profitable in the current case, further economical calculations 

are required through cost-benefit analysis. Scania have a vision of zero deviations to the customer and 

if there is a conflict between quality and economy, the quality should be prioritized, in accordance with 

SPS. 

Verification of the checklist and quality assurance matrix 

The checklist was verified with a case concerning introducing new water thermostats. The initial level 

of risk identified was 3 according to the matrix. During the case study, several problems were identified 

that affected the reliability of the outcome: 

 It could not be determined whether the failure mode would be discovered at DE with certainty. 

Consequently, there is high uncertainty concerning level of detection and consequence  

 The failure effect was not applicable for all the concerned variants  

 There was a large difference between production volumes, consequently part assurance could 

not be justified in terms of economics 

These findings clearly illustrate that the model is not directly applicable for all cases, and the multi-

factors to consider make the decision making process complex. Furthermore it implicates that the model 

should not solely serve as basis for taking decisions. 

4.3.5 A clear process facilitating decisions regarding part assurance 

The improved method and support for making decisions regarding part assurance should be used as a 

decision support and tool for improving the current work with P-FMEA. The outline of the decision 

making process extends between the identification of risk and decision of preventive measure. Early 

decisions have been identified as a key for implementing optimal solutions, although there are certain 

obstacles that have to be considered. Suppliers (especially external) demanding extensive lead time to 

adapt to the new changes may be one obstacle. But making decisions at an early stage is also associated 

with risks, since the amount of data is limited and the design concept can change between the product 

generations. Figure 33 illustrates what the optimal time is for initiating risk assessment, evaluating what 

part assurance method should be implemented and where, depending of the demanding character of the 

assurance:  product or process change.  
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Figure 33. Suggesting the optimal decision making process for part assurance in the product and production preparation pro-

cess 

If a suspicion of subsequent deviations due to wrong part assembly arises during the virtual build or 

through information from D-FMEA, the model will be assessed. The proposal from the model is ana-

lyzed and possibly, a suggestion for design change is initiated. Examples of design changes in the de-

velopment phase could be substantial changes in the products appearance, carry back or carry forward.  

If the proposal is accepted and a design change of the product is performed, the risk for assembling the 

wrong part is thereby managed. But if the proposal for design change is not accepted or the information 

is too abstract in order to formulate a proposal, the model will be used in beginning of the performance 

phase, based on information from the P-FMEA performed in the development phase.  

If the model proposes a product change such as data matrix, color-coding or some minor change in the 

geometry for detection by a vision system, a suggestion for design change is initiated. If the design 

change is accepted, it will be implemented and the process change connected with the product change 

will be tested in SOP.  

If the model did not propose a product change or the change was not accepted, a process change will be 

suggested. If the process change is accepted it will be tested and analyzed in SOP and verified before 

SOCOP.  

In order for the model to fulfill its purpose, it has to work dialectically with P-FMEA. In other words, 

the data output from the model should be used as input for P-FMEA, or vice versa. If a P-FMEA has 

already been performed the model can be assessed as complement when evaluating part assurance. If it 

has not been performed, the information or suggested actions obtained through the model can be used 

for further analysis using P-FMEA cross-functionally.  
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5. Discussion  

This chapter aims to summarize the findings made during the case study at Scania engine assembly. The 

result of interviews and participatory observations are discussed in the light of the literature obtained 

and the state of art. The research questions are first discussed in a holistic approach regarding DE and 

later how DEPB should assess them in the decision making process. Finally the method and chosen 

approach will be discussed.  

P-FMEA and evaluation of part assurance 

While studying the delimitations of P-FMEA (described in chapter 4.2.5), a question arose regarding 

the identified approach; how well adopted is the P-FMEA for identifying the need for part assurance 

and variant complexity? 

 The prerequisite “the parts are correctly displayed for the operator” means in practice that logistics 

always deliver the parts in correct sequence to the assembler at the line. This implicates there is a pre-

sumption that parts are delivered in correct sequence and that the parts delivered kits are picked cor-

rectly, which is not the case in reality. So the only failure mode related to assembling the wrong part 

that can occur, is when the assembler has the option to choose between different variants in a storage 

rack at the assembly line. This delimitation symptomatically excludes existing interacting causes con-

tributing to assembling the wrong part.  

Findings have identified that the failure mode of assembling the wrong part variant usually has more 

than one failure cause, which according to Özaksel (2008) constitutes some of the obstacles and pitfalls 

of the FMEA methodology. Therefore the P-FMEA itself cannot always be seen as a valid method when 

it comes to evaluating part assurance at Scania, since it excludes the logistics effect on the resulting 

assembly quality. However, the process of P-FMEA that is illustrated has quite recently been imple-

mented and its potential should be fully evaluated when the proper mindset and method has been devel-

oped.  

What methods for quality assurance are suitable for DE? 

A frequent question that has been discussed during interviews and conversations at DE is what tech-

niques should be regarded as part assurance. All respondents claim that the only way to eliminate a 

potential assembly error is by design poka-yoke. If that is not possible, part assurance in production will 

to a large extent prevent assembly errors. Part assurance in that sense refers to techniques that compare 

information that distinguish the part (part numbers or differences in geometrical features) with assembly 

specification. Data matrix, barcodes, RFID and machine vision are methods that fulfills such criteria. 

Other measures to achieve part assurance that have been discussed in this thesis (pick to light, pick by 

voice, flip-lid or pick by color) should rather be classified as means of support for the operator. The 

literature categorizes equivalent methods as cognitive automation that facilitates decision making for 

operators. Logically such methods should not be regarded as part assurance. But in order to introduce 

an unambiguous system for categorizing different methods, which is absent at DE today, it would be 

appropriate to refer to different levels or degrees of part assurance. 

There is a prevailing view at DE and Scania PRU´s that assembly personnel should solely focus on the 

assembly task. Most part assurance techniques require extra handling time, which contradicts the fun-

damental values of Scania Production System. Figure 34 presents a matrix that contains a selection of 

the part assurance methods discussed according to their probability of eliminating assembly errors and 

effectiveness regarding the amount of time by which the assembly time is increased.  
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The background behind the taxonomy presented above, yields that high level of part assurance does not 

necessarily facilitate operator decision-making and efficiency. Scanning codes implies approximately 5 

seconds added assembly time, which is not optimal in the DE case. The suggested classification of part 

assurance, divided into three levels, solely depends on their ability to prevent assembly errors.  

The optimal method for part assurance would be a system that is not only beneficial due to increased 

quality, but to its ability to minimize non-value adding tasks. Principally quality assurance always in-

creases assembly time due to the fact that an extra assembly activity is added. RFID is a system where 

no physical contact is necessary for part assurance, which means that demand for quality and efficiency 

can be met. Scania fulfills the criteria of a complex assembly environment that would benefit from an 

RFID implementation, proposed by Gaukler & Hausman (2008). They suggest that RFID is one ap-

proach for managing the challenge associated with a significantly lengthened assembly time allotted to 

each assembly station.  

The reasoning in the previous section suggests that combining JIS (level 1) and barcode reading (level 

3) would be an approach for increased efficiency. This can be supported with the fact that DE has man-

aged to decrease takt time with efficient material supply methods. The potential in using assembly in-

formation is not utilized at Scania to the extent that the literature suggests. The literature suggests that 

ICT is a powerful tool for triggering a certain behavior when managing complex assembly tasks 

(Bäckstrand, 2009) (Fast-Berglund, et al., 2014).  

Scania relies on quality inspections and has a mindset of knowing if right parts have been assembled. In 

order to achieve zero deviations, that mindset has to transform into knowing that the right parts has been 

assembled. Successive inspection through quality zones is a necessity when deviations have been de-

tected, however it should only be applied as a short-term solution. The reasoning behind the concept of 

zero quality control system (Shimbun, 1989), yields that a high level of part assurance is appropriate for 

a long term solution.  
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Figure 34. Part assurance taxonomy: Techniques mapped according to quality and non-value adding time 
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Where in the production process should part assurance be implemented? 

The question at DE is whether part assurance should be an activity performed at the assembly line or at 

logistics. The empirical findings from the case study reveal several opinions that need to be considered. 

First, the current mindset at Scania suggests that the assembler should solely focus on the assembly task 

in consideration to creating value. That is one of the cornerstones of SPS, which has been realized 

through the project “Hands on the engine”. But Scania is not consistent with this philosophy, since 

assemblers are responsible for part assurance in most cases. A task that is time consuming, does not 

create value and is not included in the takt. Takt time at many stations at the final assembly is highly 

utilized today. Adding time for part assurance such as scanning barcodes or ocular inspection of part 

numbers will occasionally require rebalancing. 

Many engineers share the opinion that part assurance should be as close to the assembly as possible in 

order to minimize possible error sources that can occur between the logistic and the line; such as deliv-

ering parts in the wrong sequence. This opinion is shared by Jacob Karlsson, who implies that logistics 

should not be responsible for part assurance but rather ensure picking quality and deliver the correct 

parts in the correct sequence. Bäckstrand (2009), on the contrary, believes that the logistic function 

should be responsible for part assurance. 

Recurring problems today are that the logistic function picks the wrong parts and that the picking errors 

are not always recorded. Sometimes an engine is taken off the assembly line and the sequence list has 

to be changed. This information does not always reach logistics in time. Logistic personnel also pick for 

three to six engines at the same time and sometimes sequence errors occur since the right parts are 

picked, but the kits are delivered in the wrong sequence. 

Bäckstrand (2009) believes that part assurance and quality zones would become more reliable if con-

ventional instruction lists (using part numbers) are be replaced by symbols or colors, and the same iden-

tification system is used all through the whole organization. Another way would be to utilize barcodes 

or other auto-identification technologies that secure parts before entering the line.  Risks associated with 

changes in sequence in the assembly line should, in a good information system, be noticed by logistics 

in real time.   

Because of the implementation of the new logistic concept of furnishing material by sequenced delivery 

or in kits, the problem with part confusion has been moved upstream the production flow. One implica-

tion of the logistic concept is that the operator assembles the material furnished to the station without 

reflecting on whether the part is correct. That creates a risk of losing assembly competence among as-

sembly personnel. In other words, it creates a false sense of security. Picking errors at logistics will, in 

that sense, lead to assembly errors. The supply methods used at logistics should not be seen as a method 

for quality assurance but a support function for managing variants in a mixed-model assembly line. 

Another implication of single part choice for assembly personnel is that when the wrong part is identi-

fied, it will take time to retrieve the correct part, which leads to an idle assembly line, which decreases 

the production efficiency.  

Jacob Karlsson (2014) says that one of the major cause of picking errors is the human factor. The will 

to work, the attention of the picker, the knowledge to understand the context and having a mind for 

quality in the work are all factors influencing the picking quality (Karlsson, 2014). Bäckstrand supports 

this reasoning and brings up in his doctoral thesis that human errors in assembly environments can be 

categorized into mistakes, slips, lapses and mode errors. Picking the wrong part is according to him a 

slip error. Bäckstrand describes slip errors as errors where the intention is correct, but the action is 

carried out incorrectly. In other words, the picking process is correct but the picked part is wrong. This 
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happens because of lack of attention (Bäckstrand, 2009). Many of the support systems covered in the 

literature review aims to eliminate the influence of slip errors, increasing the picking quality and effi-

ciency.   

The assembly personnel who performed the actual assembly task have a greater knowledge about the 

product, in comparison with logistic personnel. The latter group does not always have a sense of know-

ing what distinguishes different variants, besides part numbers, since they don’t have the engine in front 

of them. In other words, the assembly context is needed because it provides relevant information such 

as orientation and placement of previously assembled parts, as well of the type and character of the 

engine variant. Bäckstrand suggests that the assembly context is one of four main information providers 

that transfer the necessary information to avoid assembly errors. The fact that the logistic personnel 

often pick parts for three to six engines for every sequenced order also contributes to an increased risk 

of part confusion.  

When should decisions be made in development process? 

The natural trigger for evaluating quality assurance should be when a risk is identified during P-FMEA 

in early stages of product development, preferable during concept development. The case study reveals 

that P-FMEA is a significant tool for verifying new product concepts in pre-production at Scania engine 

assembly. The pre-study also revealed that there are no defined guidelines for motivating or document-

ing decisions regarding how to approach the problem of part assurance and assembly quality in the 

assembly process. There is a demand from the local production engineers working with the continuous 

production that P-FMEA should be used more extensively in order to identify necessary precautions 

when new products are introduced.   

Early initiated activities for risk management in product development serve as a foundation for product 

and process-quality according to Bäckstrand (2009) and Cheldelin & Ishii (2004). Scania has the tools 

and methods for identifying product and process risks early in projects. Their work process has similar-

ities with the approach described by (Cheldelin & Ishii, 2004). The need for part assurance is today 

reviewed according to the project milestone “product and process demand from development test” 

(Figure 27), which is in the beginning of the development generation. Since risk for assembly errors are 

often identified during P-FMEA activities, which should be initiated in concept generation, decisions 

regarding part assurance should be clarified and not initiated in development generation. Investigating 

whether the number of variants can be minimized through carry-back or carry forward should be initi-

ated much earlier and feedback should be closely communicated with the responsible designer. The 

decision process illustrated in Figure 33, suggest that risk identification that trigger an evaluation of part 

assurance should be moved backwards one design generation. 

There is a common opinion that a decision regarding part assurance should be made before SOP and 

when new products are introduced in production. There are several factors indicating that a decision 

should be taken early in the product development process. Some cases have shown that part assurance 

demands changes in product design. Such changes can imply color-coding of part variants in order to 

distinguish them, or a certain machining operation to identify parts in a vision system. This implies that 

decisions have to be made early in order to affect the supplier and realize changes, and determine the 

potential increase in product cost. Early decisions are particularly significant when dealing with an ex-

ternal supplier. Scania has to consider whether the supplier has the necessary equipment and if their 

processes are adapted for the product changes demanded by Scania. The quality of their processes and 

products has to be assured since it affects Scania’s effectiveness in a significant way. For example the 

readability of data matrix code is one critical issue that has an impact on the assembly quality.   
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According to the empirical findings and the literature, certain obstacles often arise when making deci-

sions early in product development. The amount of data available and the level of abstraction are obsta-

cles in decision making. Carl-Johan Halvordsson (2014) explains that design concepts changing over 

time, and between different product generations, is a source of uncertainty, which increases the com-

plexity of decision making. Determining how an introduced product affects the operator choice com-

plexity cannot be done solely by evaluating the design complexity and number of variants. The drivers 

regarding the complexity at mixed-model assembly stations should be reviewed in order to make sus-

tainable decisions. These drivers are illustrated by Zeltzer et al. (2013) in Figure 4. 

In order to overcome obstacles during early risk assessment, one obvious solution is to increase and 

streamline communication in the current cross-functional platforms. Today, competence is scattered, 

which makes the decision process time consuming. One obstacle during the decision process is the time 

consuming activity of determining the RPN-values of an identified risk during P-FMEA activities. It is 

particularly hard to determine the specific consequence of a failure for the customer. Production engi-

neers have less competence regarding the product and failure consequences than design engineers.  

A desirable situation would be that risk management done in the D-FMEA would serve as an input for 

the P-FMEA. Risk management should be more of a cross-functional activity jointly conducted by de-

sign and production according to the principle of concurrent engineering. When D-FMEA and P-FMEA 

are done independently, it often implies that some work is performed twice leading to inefficiencies. P-

FMEA is evidently a time consuming activity and requires efficient resource management, concentrating 

on consequences in the production environment.  

The criticism directed against P-FMEA according to Chao & Ishii (2007) and Özaksel (2008) corre-

sponds to the empirical findings. There are no defined guidelines for motivating or documenting deci-

sions regarding how to quality assure part variants in the assembly process. Investigating how P-FMEA 

is performed has indicated several deficiencies when it comes to supporting documents. Significant fac-

tors are not included and there is a lack of guidance in the checklists, which enables subjective assess-

ment of failure modes. It is important to ask the right questions, and those questions have to be provided 

since P-FMEA is subjective. That constitutes the foundation of the method suggested that the correct 

questions, triggering a certain mindset regarding part assurance, are provided. Documenting P-FMEA 

and risk analysis covering evaluation of part assurance was considered deficient. This led to difficulties 

when obtaining and reviewing already performed P-FMEA, since there was not a sufficient amount of 

data for drawing conclusions regarding how RPN was assessed.  

The complexity of implementing a product change – stakeholder’s interest 

The major stakeholders in the process of product changes are the departments of design, purchase and 

production. Those three have different objectives regarding the product. For design, the importance is 

to be consistent with the module concept by having the same interface and meet the specific needs for 

each customer, which leads to different configurations. The production department wants to reduce the 

part variant family since higher numbers of variants leads to a more complex assembly process, which 

increases the risk for assembling the wrong part. If it is not possible to reduce the part family, production 

wishes for a product change to make it impossible to assemble the wrong part, i.e. design poka yoke 

such as adding a locator pin. However, this would lead to different interfaces, which is against the mod-

ular concept at the design department. Moreover production tries to make the assembly process as cost 

and time efficient as possible, without reducing the assembling quality. One responsibility of the pur-

chase department is to strive towards reduced product costs regarding material, manufacturing methods 

and choosing a supplier fulfilling these demands. When there is an external supplier, it can lead to com-

plexity for both design and production, if they cannot fulfill the product changes cost efficiently. 
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Those three stakeholders and their different objectives make the process of introducing new part variants 

complex. Interviews show that the interests of the design and product departments seem to be prioritized 

when decision about product changes are to be made. One of the reasons is that the production depart-

ment has a hard time visualizing and communicating costs that are hidden, such as costs derived from 

poor quality due to assembly errors. This creates an imbalance between the stakeholders, since the hid-

den costs are not seen as convincing arguments for investing in product changes that would facilitate 

the assembly process, and increase the overall quality. 

 

Figure 35. Stakeholder analysis when implementing a product change 

The discussion regarding modular design and prevention of assembly errors reveals that the two funda-

mental ways of preventing assembly errors presented by Baudin (2002) in reality contradicts each other. 

Assembling products with common interfaces through modular design and in multi-variants are in fact 

an imminent source of assembly errors that requires proactive measures in a mixed-model assembly 

environment.  

Quantifying the benefits of part assurance 

The benefits of part assurance are closely related to the cost of poor quality. Implementing part assurance 

will decrease the internal cost of poor quality at DE: 

 Rework 

 Scrap 

 Stop in production 

 Delayed deliveries (NDR) 

 Preventive costs  

 Cost for deviation handling (reactive) 

 Quality inspection costs (reactive)  
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The following are examples of external costs due to poor quality that may arise when a deviation is 

delivered to the customer, and that can be decreased through part assurance: 

 Failure costs for the customer 

 Warranty costs 

 Goodwill losses 

In order to clarify the benefits of part assurance, costs associated with the chosen system needs to be 

identified. The following are possible sources of costs that may arise when implementing part assurance 

systems: 

 Investment costs in production 

o Equipment 

o Installation 

o Maintenance 

 Part value added (Internal processing cost) 

o Total assembly time increases  

 Increased product cost 

As Figure 25 suggest, high level of part assurance usually requires substantial investments and may 

decrease flexibility when advanced technology needs to be implemented. This is because it increases 

the level of automation, which makes the production environment less flexible for managing changes. 

This is has to be considered as a potential cost when making decisions.  

The benefit of part assurance cannot always be objectively justified in figures. This is because the factors 

that constitute the costs in production are often hidden, for example if problems concerning physically 

interchangeable variants are not managed in time, costs due to lack of quality will arise. If risks are not 

assessed during P-FMEA, or other preventive tools, the quality costs remain hidden until an assembly 

error results in a corrective action and thereby making the costs visible. This reasoning reveals structural 

problems that lead to a procedure of implementing preventive measures after the product has been in-

troduced in production. It is more relevant to emphasize the benefits of an early initiated risk identifica-

tion process.   

Discussion regarding the resulting model 

The model is more convenient to assess than the P-FMEA because of its simplicity and reduced number 

of choices regarding the scaling of the parameters occurrence, detection and severity. The idea is that an 

engineer can assess the model by himself, although he needs to gather data from different departments 

in order to make the output from the model reliable and robust. There can be differences in the quality 

of the model output depending on the experience of the engineer using it. A procedure of mapping what 

to look for and where to find it is a step in towards making the model easier to use.  

The model is a complement to P-FMEA regarding risk evaluation of the failures due to assembling the 

wrong part. There is an imminent risk that the deficiencies identified in the P-FMEA will be transferred 

to model if the points from the P-FMEA are addressed directly to the model without considering; (1) 

Delimitations in the P-FMEA that affect the identification of wrong part deliveries from logistics due to 

picking errors, and (2) P-FMEA tends to investigate singular failure causes but studies have shown that 

some deviations are outputs of several causes combined. In summary, a limiting factor of the model is 

that it is based on the P-FMEA methodology. Consequently, in order for the model to generate a robust 

and reliable output, a systematically performed P-FMEA. 
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6. Conclusion and recommendation 

The aim of this chapter is to summarize the main findings and contributions of the thesis in relation to 

the research question stated in the introduction: How should DE efficiently manage quality risks caused 

by an increasing part variety in a mixed-model assembly line to ensure that the correct part variants 

are being assembled? 

The method presented in 4.3 suggests when part assurance should be implemented based on assessing 

the checklist and reviewing the developed criteria. It also suggests which level of part assurance that 

should be implemented according to the identified risk. It is concluded that when the need for high level 

of part assurance is identified, it should be implemented at the assembly line and meet the criteria of 

operator-independency. Such measures will ensure assembly quality defined in this thesis; “the correct 

component assembled on the engine according to specification “.  

There is an inevitable tradeoff between quality and efficiency since part assurance tends to increase 

assembly time when adding an identification procedure, and rebalancing is necessary in order to achieve 

zero deviations. Further, the method will indicate if process and/or product change is needed. High level 

of part assurance tends to require changes in product design, which induces more immediate communi-

cation and an efficient decision making process.  

DE has a standardized and systematic approach of identifying risks in product development projects 

performing P-FMEA. Though it has recently been implemented, P-FMEA activities have shown defi-

ciencies regarding evaluation of part assurance that needs to be noticed to improve evaluation of part 

assurance: 

 It fails to identify interconnected failure causes 

 Delimitations in the procedure does not consider the effects of material supply methods in fail-

ure modes 

In order to manage an increasing part variety, making decisions early in product development will be of 

great importance in the objective of achieving the vision of zero deviations. It implies that identification 

of risks must be considered in the virtual environment and the work with P-FMEA has to be improved 

according to time efficiency. Certain obstacles need to be eliminated in order to perform P-FMEA sys-

tematically. One suggestion is that the output of D-FMEA should serve as an input for P-FMEA in order 

to accurately determine how physical interchangeability affects the engine performance. Cooperation 

between design and production has to be enhanced during product preparation regarding risk identifica-

tion in order to decrease the need of corrective actions in production. 

The authors suggest that the model should be used as a valuable basis for discussion in cross-functional 

platforms. A shared approach among production, design and purchase is necessary regarding the con-

sequence of mass customization and mixed-model assembly and its interacting effect on production 

complexity and assembly quality.  

It can be concluded that the findings in this thesis confirm claims and theories in the studied research 

area such as: 

 The drawbacks and pitfalls of P-FMEA as a tool for risk assessment 

 The complexity of taking robust decisions early in product development due to insufficient and 

abstract data 
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What has this thesis contributed to the studied research area? 

 A more accurate investigation of the connection between the use of material supply methods 

and part assurance 

Several interesting findings of this thesis were not further discussed or had to be left out due to initial 

delimitations. Those findings could serve as suggestions for further research to focus on in order to reach 

more robust conclusions in the studied area.  

 Evaluate the level of quality assurance of parts from external suppliers, which may have effects 

on subsequent production processes. 

 Based on the findings in this thesis report, Scania should develop a standard for a future imple-

mentation of RFID and marking of components. The standard should include what kind of tags 

is suitable for different processes, infrastructure for data gathering etc.  

 Development of visual and interactive assembly instructions to increase levels of cognitive au-

tomation and information poka yoke. 

 Study how the RFID technology would affect the supply chain and quality assurance in a cost 

benefit analysis. 

 Look closer into alternative methods on how the logistic department should present information 

to the picking personnel, such as Graphical Paper Picking, pick to light and pick by voice. 

 Investigate how DE could improve and increase accuracy in recording and measuring of the 

costs of poor quality (particularly hidden cost factors) in order to make the effects of assembly 

errors visible and thereby justify decisions regarding part assurance.  
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Appendix   

Appendix A – P-FMEA template  



ii 

 

 

 



iii 

 

Description of the parameters in the P-FMEA and how each of the parameter is graded from 1 to 10 on a scale where 1 is insufficient or no impact at all (good) 

and 10 is huge impact (bad). This is how Scania has scaled the values in their P-FMEA.  

 



iv 

 

This is a checklist used at Scania for risk assessment on the product 

quality that is assessed in the P-FMEA during the product preparation 

process. 

The risk assessment checklist brings up questions about geometrical 

boundaries, infliction in the assembly process, demands on the process 

equipment and tools and product demands. 
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Appendix B – Outline of the decision making process 
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Appendix C – All possible outcomes of the checklist 
 

 

 


